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' Will Ever Come? 
. . 
• 
By Brian Branch-Price-Th~ Hilltop 
\\bndering "'1el1 ~;,; gojng to arrive, a Sllldent talces a stroll thwgh the wlley oo \\ldiw.iday. It rain1d 
• 
0 eat oax 
By JOHN C. BRAZINGTON 
Hilltop Stalfwriter · 
The Ann our J. Blackbum Center and the School of Educa-
tion building were evacuated last Friday morning when a 
Howlµ'd University employee discovered a bomb threat note . 
After a 45-minute search of Blackbum Center by the D.C. 
Metto 'Police Bomb Squad, no evidence of' a bomb could be 
found . . 
The threat of a bomb explosion was written on white 
notebook paper inside a manila envelope. The envelope was 
addressed to Howard University Security and was discovered 
by a Howard employee in the Administration building, 
, according to Sgt. Richard L. Christian of the D.C. Metro 
Police Department. 
According to Roberta McLeod, director of Blackbum Stu-
dent Center. as soon as it was learned that a threat had been 
received, the evacuation of the building began. McLeod 
said, ''this took approximately four mi'nutes to do , though 
there were many students in the building at the time. Howard 
Security assisted me in the process of evacuating students 
and employees from the building. '' 
McLeod said that she could not estimate the number of 
students in the building at the time . Howard Security had no 
estimate of the ri.umber of students and employees either. 
At approximately 10:39 a.m. a loud explosion was heard 
on main campus according to the officiaJ security report . 
Security officials claim that the explosion was a cherry 
bomb. 
According to Information Officer Alan Hennesch of the 
Department of University Relations, who read the security 
report, said the cherry bomb caused·no damage, and left no 
residue in the building. Hennesch said the explosion came 
from the rear of the building . 
ac 
sure that no one is hwt. It is my job to protect the life, . 
welfare, health and ·safety of the individuals who use this 
building, that is what I am concerned with. ldo not want to be 
a hero, but that~ is my .job." ' 
The letter 9f the bomb threat became the property Of Metro 
Police, according to Sgt . Christian. The contents of the 
letter, Christian said, was that a bomb ,was set to go off 
between ''9 a.m. and 12 noon ." 
Al 11:45 a.m. Metro Police Departmenl Bomb Squad 
entered the building and thoroughly searched the facility . No · 
bomb was discovered. Moments later, Captain Samuel Sing-
. leton of Howard University Security ordered a second search 
of the building, and when no bomb was discovered students 
and enipJoyees were pcnnittcd 10 re-enter the building at 2:20 
p.m. 
.... when no bomb was discovered 
students and employees were permitted 
to re-enter the building at 2:20 p.m. 
'i1lC reasons why someone would want to plant a bomb or 
make a threat of a bomb arc numerous. McLeod said that 
often students make a bomb threat to ''cancel classes, or 
postpone a test, but there arc no classes held in Blackbum. "" 
There were no high level meetings that day, no political 
leaders were scheduled to appear, but we (officials) did not 
want to take a chance. So we evacuated the building to be on 
the safe side." 
·Ml)'<fay this""""- but d>e good news;,; that~;,; only 34 days away. 
• 
McLeod said , ' 'I did hear a loud noise , and saw a big puff 
of smoke at approximately, 10:40 a.m.," but would not 
comment further on the nature of the explosion. 
• She added, · ·as director, it is my responsibility to make 
Singleton said that the university loses a great deal of 
money as a result of the threat, because students can not eat . 
John Goodwin, Director of Food Services for HOward Uni-
versity said that ''the Punchciut is not a profit making busi , 
ness, takes in between $800.00 and $900.00 a day, and lost 
about $200.00'' due to bomb threat . 
' 
• • 
- ----- ·-
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HUSA ·v ot~r regist'fation drive reaches 5,000 mark, 
support from Howard students lacking 
By JOYCE HARRIS 
Hilltop Staffwriler , , 
Through a Voter Registration Project 
spearheaded by HUSA 's Fihancial Ad-
visor, Mark Hall,J3nd Special Projects 
Director, Andre Owens, 5.000 voters 
have registered sinee last August . 
With the continued help of campus 
and. community organizations, Hall 
said that the project, which also in-
cludes out of state absentee voter regis-
tration, could expand that number. 
Pointing out Otat only about 20 per-
cent of those who registered were Ho-
ward students, Hall said, ' 'With the 
proper manpower from Howard ~ni­
vcrsity students we can- register over 
25,000 voters at a minimal by May I . 
"IfMarl: Hall and AndrC Owens can 
register ·5,()(X} alone ... then if you 
multiply that by 100---that's a profound 
number. It will change the .way o;.c. 
residents view Howard people,' ' Hall 
ex.plained. 
According to Hall , community, lo-
cal , and even national organizations 
have responded and have been very 
supportive of the project. 
· 'All we need is the apathetic stu-
dents on campus to . . . I need some 
help <especially from seniors, ~ause 
they have been here the )ongest and 
they know how to deal with the C'>mDlU-
nity, " said Hall . ''Besides", they are 
one step away from the real world. 
They should want to sbow how much 
political power they b{Lve , he added." 
Ow.ens and Hall , \\'ho have been op-
erati ng the project our of sedior· 
Blind graduate stude 
By T. DENISE ASBURY 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
The Howard University Student 
. A1sociation Policy Board has receded 
- the ei'laetment of allocating General 
Assembly funds to William Covington, 
a blind, gradualC studenl in.the School 
of Social Work, who was experiencing 
financial difficulties, due to the un-
constitutionality of the act. 
Oo J1Duary 27, lhe General Assemb-
ly members voted to allocated funds to 
Covington that were to aide to the stu-
dent. The case ·Was brought to the atten-
tion of the Geoeral Assembly by Leo 
' -Whittiker, a representative for the Col-
• • 
lege of Liberal Arts. 
The HUSA Policy .Board coos is of 
lhe HUSA Presidenl, Pjesiden!S of each 
of the 17 Studenl Councils, UGSA and 
GSA coordinators. , 
According to the consitution, found 
in the university ''H'' -Book, Anicib L, 
. ' Secoon 3\ Clause, D (p. 71, 1982·83 
ed.J. . . I 
''The General Assembly shaU 
have legislative authority over aD 
university-wide matters and thus 
is authorized to enact legislation 
and recommend policies- to the 
Policy Board. In addition ii shall 
have . the power to approprialC 
funds . . . and provide for the 
• 
citizens ' homes. high schools and other 
institutions within the· city. They are 
attempting and planning to branch off 
to public houses and private homes in 
the northeast and northwest sections of 
the city, but need volunteers to assist . 
Hall said that if students would like 
to volunteer on the campaigns of any of 
the eight Democratic presidential 
candidates for the upcoming New Ham-
pshire primary they should contact him 
al !he HUSA office by next Wednesday · 
(Room and board will be provided). 
Stressing the importance of political 
participation, Hall said, "Blacks and 
other minorities and the role students 
arc playing is going to be the deciding 
faclor of the presidential election." 
, ·, I 
" 
functioriing of the student gov-
ernment on a yearly basis." 
According to HUSA President Nate 
Jones, the appropriation of funds falls 
only to the student organizations within 
HUSA. 
Jones attributes the initial vote to 
fund Covington as havlng been based 
on the empathy of the voting body for a 
fellow studcilt facing difficult times. 
He surther states that Covington will 
get the funds under the auspices of 
HUSA. 
According IO Article vu. HUSA, in-
cluding the General Assembly, is 
fi•l)ded by sixty-five percenl (65%) of 
the student activity fee (which is pajd . 
• 
• 
Mark S. Hall 
by full time students), and acceptable 
contributions. 
Under class D of this article, the 
General Assembly receives ten and one 
half percent (10.5%) of allocated 
funds . Four and one half percent · 
(4.5%) goes to stupent organizations . 
for student needs. • 
According 10 a HUSA source, the . 
General Assembly in panicular 
ceived approximately, $60,000.00 this 
fiscal year. .. . 
Special cases: -like Covington' s have 
fallen under th,e '" jurisdiction of the 
Office of special ·student iCl"ViCCS in the 
administr~i·oo buildinJ headed by. 
Dean Austin Lane. 
. -
-- ' 
Unification stressed 
for BUSA elections 
By KELLY MARBURY 
Hilltop Staffwriter · 
' Candidates for the office of HUSA 
president, vice president, and un-
. dergraduate trustee were encouraged to 
strive for ethics in the upcoming elec-
tions . 
Michael. Worsley, a graduating 
senior in the School Of Divinity gradu-
ate school and a campus minister with 
the Tom Skinner associates, spoke to 
the candidates last Tues~ay in the 
Bfackbum Center Loun'ge. 
Worsley emphasized the importance 
of the cndidates .striving together even 
!hough they are seeking lhe same posi· 
tions . The}'- should all work for a com-
mon goal . 
He said that unity is the key to suc-
cess. ''Malcolm and Manin didn't un-
ify: They didn't respect each other: But 
today we know that that is not 
imPQSsibl~Jesse and Furakhan are 
doing ii (unifying). Can we do ii her< on 
the campus lievel?'' 
On ethics, Worsley said that the 
candidales should seek "ethics lhal 
equal ~tness, and that everyone is 
human and are cntitl3lt io make some 
mistakes. '' He defined ethics u being 
"the discipline of '"'.hat is gQOd and bod, 
or what" is right and wrong;, it is a con-
stant smigglc, a constant conflict.'' 
All the candidates were given a 
¢b8ncc to speak. Candidate for the posi· 
tioo bt undergraduate trustee, Joey 
RUSICll Gccqe promised to provide the 
most effective, efficient and rcspf:)DS-
ible leadenbip on !he boanl of ttuslees. 
While T "fucbr -aaid .that he bad 
• 
said that he had ''served in significan 
"' positions in the university, " and t 
position, ''will be a leamingexperienc 
for me.'' 
The presidential can~idates spoke fo 
the sla~s. Raymond Byrd and Darry 
Fields emphasized student unity . ··w 
believe there's a lack of student unity. 
We offer simple and practical solu-
tions. We want to move the Mecca for-
ward and onward in the right direction, 
for too long student government h 
been at a slandstill,' ; said Byrd. 
Christopher Cathcart and Manotti 
Jenkins plan to provide ··a leadership 
that is not yet seen on campus. Cathcart 
also said ''collectively we can achieve 
the bcttermentof us. We (Blacks) arc 
DPP«"Ssed .people. We (Cathcart ~ 
Jenkins} CID represenl a f=h start." 
Dan Jackson spoke for the slate o 
Jackson and Myron Howie Jackson sai 
''we have the attitude thal HUSA c 
move. We have experience, .. des' 
to serve you not.ourselves. When w 
serve you we serve ourselves. We off 
you a search for excellence ... in shl 
dent government. Myron and I want 
aerve you.'' 
For !he slalC of Andre Owens 
Anthony. Gallant .. !)wens said that 
had ' 'a sincere belief that studenl gov 
cmmcnt .is about to evaporate bcf. 
your eyes. We CID bring aboul a real 
student government with all y'all' 
help. HUSA is different than any 
campus organization ~ ''If you don' 
know what's going on . . . you' re g 
ing to get wiped away.'' 
(S.. ELEC11<H ,,... 21 
Minister Farrakhan a 
4 
dres~es 
• 
role of today's youth · 
By JCFJ.l.Y MARBURY 
lfl!l!op SUdfw1iter • 
They w'aitcd for hours to hear him, to 
even catch a sJimpoe of his face. The 
linel zig-z.ged fiooJ Cramton to the 
Fine Arts Building. They had an idea of 
, what was awaiting them, what was 
about to come. 
They MR waiting in wide-eyed anti-
ciF 'jm co be electriflCd, to be dazzled, 
.i10bemowdbylhelCOChinpof 
Miei lcr lwis P......uban, the National 
a+ 1 fdl(ive of the Honorable Elija 
• 
• 
' 
I 
Muhammed and !he Nation of Islam. 
Farrakhan speech WN entitled ••A New 
Generation <Jf lcoders: The Role of 
Youth in 1984." 
The prognm waasp0~ by May-
or Barry's Youlh Leadenhip lnstitulC 
last Friday on the day proclaimed 
"Mini11erlouisforrakhanD1y" i~!he 
District of Columbia by Mayor Barry. 
famthan wu· """"" by a IWo miaulej 
11amti"I ovation. 
Fatnkhaa l!aid dlat !he schools can 
DOC b•II• Ille youth of today . Youth 
bave a lol <Jf ewgy iind polential, bul 
' 
!hey me exa1in& ii in 1 negative way, 
Fm1akhan said. ''lbey are manifesting 
their pc ne11 in a negative diRction. 
The positi.., le!ICbor (to lead them) bas 
noc appeared. Who will !hey listen to 
m•ke a difference in their lives. ' ' 
''The majority of today's YOUllJ peo-
ple do not know their hillllry and CMIVll 
relate to the archaic INCbinp of their 
pll'Cnts or ''the ll'Cblic teachinp of 
white people," uid famldlaa. You 
can'I preadl In and bri.U-10 !Moe 
babies C•'II dacy IM fire. Tbey hl•qer 
for the 'mdcrtt-=4!!1_uM111 1th tile 
ritual. God has m"'e I JIDm"lfion that 
iJ beyond us. This P' 11 atioa ii DOI 
afraid.'' 
furakh1D also said "the ycuab tlon'I 
know what is expe<itcd of them and 
bave nothing to stri.., for. This genera-
tion is the most awesome we have ever 
pmduced. This is why the world feon 
otrona, intlepeoden1, counpou1 Black 
men and women.'' 
famtban spoke Oii tho laol< "' 1111-
dea111ncliq of Ba.ct hi•ny. He said 
that Y<IU .. p' .... do oot bow dllir 
billt>r)I and they bave b I " nibbed <Jf 
their culture by !he wbite man. 
"When y.,.· .. ....,, d of y<lllf his-
tory. you'1e~•1dol1M p:i1Mhilily of 
younelf," ,famlthaa llid. "Yem_. 
to glorify c•Nr1. If you ,. k Mi rat 
llack iD your b"twy )'CN will• -
wenlled. Yourhd' 1 •••••.•• 1111111 
of every dilciplile in die lfti·•••· •' 
Fa•"' '•'°••-'1• a·· 1d10 
. - for the linl lime. Ito aid .... 
"'Jc•• 11:• .. ii d9e a.• t ce far 
Aamlca "' my .. die ·-"'God ... 
!Stt FAllRAKllAN - 2) 
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FOOT-LONG SANDWI H 
and get a SNACK .only 99c ~ 
B.M.T. 
' 
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SUBWAY SPECIAL 
,_.C-..--1" I j • l 
SPICY ITALIAN 
,..__a G..oo.I 
AIASKAN KING CRAB 
SHRIMP 
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ITALIAN EXPRESS 1s--a ,..,...-.1 
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KENNER: 
Kenner Will be On Campus The 
Wedno1d.ay, 
Febru•ry 29th 
Sign Up At The 
Placement Office 
Future y,.-. 
1n Childnm~ . 
Play 
GOForltl ' ., • 
Go for ii ~eer wH:h 1 premier comp<11ny in t~ 
vibr.int toy indUstry - where worldwide sales exceed 
$11 billion and the need fOf innovilltlve concepts, 
products of excellence ind sophistiated changes in 
manufKturlng ;ind operilltk>ns, marketing ;ind 
<11dministratlon is never~lng. ' 
Go for our dyn1mic environment that Spi;ns 
continual idventure - where opportunity for personal 
contribution is unsurpiSsed ind the ch.illenge to keep ~ 
I 
p;ice with ;in unce<11Sihg quest for new products ignites ability and ;id-.iances careers without leaving 
the fun behind. " 
• Go for Cincinnati, the Queen City of nonhern vigor and southern charm - one of 1he ffios1 
anr<11ctive livin& <11re<11s in the country. You'll enjoy our city's iCClaimed downtown and riverfront its 
dazzling variety of recreation, fine institutions and moderate, four·season climate. ' 
> Go for Kenner Products, a subsidiary of General Mills, whose remarkable success and ambitious 
go.tis have cre<11ted positions for eqUilly ambitious Mechanical Engineering Graduates. 
If you are unable to inter.iiew with us, forward your resume for complete information to: Persorlnel 
Dep.irtment, Kenner Products, 1014 Vine St., Cincinnati, OH -45202 
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ROAST BEEF 
HAM 
PASTRAMI 
PEPPERONI 
GENOA 
BOLOGNA 
SAUSAGE 
MEATBAU." 
. CHEESE 
SUBWAY SAIAD 
SAIADPLATE 
I Toy Group, General Miiia Inc. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__J An Equ.11 Opportunity Employer 
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IJ.EGE SroDENTS..... -
FROM: Hl:t OB MISS S:tORES 
SUBJEC:t: DRESS FOB SUCCESS 
- - - ·----
SPRING SUit AND DRESS Ol!'l!'E.R 
Is your graduation near? Are you on your way to career 
inU:!rviews? 
IF SO, NOW 'S THE TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS! 
Hit or Miss.A America's finest off ·price·women',s specialty 
store is now offering college ~students an additional 
20% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES ON 
ANY SUIT OR DRESS!• r • .-
1---------~~~~~~--~------We want YOU to create the successful, p1·ofessional 
imageJ Bring in this coupon to your nearest Hit or Miss$\ 
Store and we will insure that you are ready to 
DRESS FOB SUC_CES~! __ . 
------------------------------------· 7883 New Hampshire Avenue, Langley Park, MD (301)434-9592 
8393 L•1bu Pike, Pike 7 Plaza, Vienna, VA (703)821·9328 • 
ll035 LH1bu Pike, Belleys Crossroads, VA (703)1198·9383 
' 3915 Bnlnch Avenue, Marlow Heights, MD (301)899·9895 
71188 Richmond Highway, Alexandria, VA (703)785·9785 
.89 Ha Flood Byrd. Hwy., Sterlin , VA (703)430-9716 
5232 Port Royal Road, S rl field, VA (703)321_,·9~84740-----
. ·1135 K. Street; N.W., Washington, DC (202 ·1960 
· 1887 Rockvllle Pike, Rockvllle, .MD (30'1)881·9777 
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• From page 1 
Elections commictec Chairman. 
Keith Baker, was pleased with the tum· 
out of the forum. ·'A program like this 
bas never been incorporated into an 
. election& process ... not to my know I· 
edge it hasn't'' • 
Persons previously involved with 
HUSA elections were also pleased with 
the _presentation of a discussion on 
emics and 'responsibility . 
Nico~ Crawford, a print journalism 
major from Mcrnp~is, Tennessee said 
•'Having been involved with the elec-
tions committee before, I thought it was 
a good idea to have someone speak on 
th. .. C JCS . , 
Steven Han, a junior legal com-
munications major 'said, ··1 thought it 
(the program) was interesting. but as 
tilsual, the candidates had nothing sub-
stantial to say." 
1
,....,.,. 
The candidates arc scheduled to de-
bate at Meridian Hill on Feb. 21. from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Elections 
/ From page J 
He added,•• we are one people and we 
need to fall hopelessly in love with each 
other.'' , 
Recently, Wilson Goode, Mayor of 
Philadelphia, endorsed Democratic ~ 
presidential candidate Walter Mondale. 
. Farrakhan addressed this issue by say· 
ing, ·'I don't uJ!dcrstand how any Black 
man can ·c1cny<kssc. He has earned the 
endorsement of any Black maYot. 
Goode won with 90 percent of the 
Black vote in · Philadelphia and he 
doesn 't consult with the people." _ 
, . . - . . . 
,/ .. 
• 
) 
• 
• 
..• 
• 
•• I 
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Stude~ts spend 
magical evening · 
with Lakers star 
By CLEOPATRA ROBINSON 
Hilltop StaffWritcr 
''It's all about winning and being 
successful, " said Los Angeles Laker 
guard Ervin ''Magic '' Johnson at a 
question-and-answer session sponsored 
by the Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) Feb. 9 . 1 
Johnson said the Black athlete '~ role 
in aiding Black universities is to make 
personal contributions and give sum-
mer-exhibitions. 
, 
• 
• 
·' 
• 
'Spirit Week' 
seeks to boost 
. 
Howard's morale 
By M. RENE JACKSON 
Hilltop1 Staffwriter 
''The whole idea of Spirit Week is to 
increase students, faculty. and aJumni 
awareness of what Howard University 
is, why Howard was founded, and 
where it is going," said Connie Clay, 
HUSA vicC-president and organizer of 
Spirit WeCk. • 
there will be a play produced by the 
Drama dcpanmcnt entitled, ''Black 
Images/Black Rcflcctiona." Also oa 
Monday, there will be an 1111 display II 
3:30 p.m. by James K. Russell, a Ho-
ward student. At S p.m. there will be a · 
musical entitled, ••And Then There 
Was Light." written, directed, and pro-
duced by Howard studcnl Cheryl Sc:ou. 
. Broolclyn College and Howard will also 
, meet in a basketball game in Burr Gym 
at 8 p.m. 
At the program entitled ' ' An Eve-
ning -with ' Magic ' Johnson ," the five-
ycar pro answered questions ranging 
froril marriage to the National Basket-
ball Association (NBA). 
Said Johnson in response to a ques-
tion concerning his support.of Rev ~ Jes-
se Jackson 's Presidential campaign, 
''We're supporting him ." He added 
that the Lakers were preparing a 
fundraiser for Jackson's campaign. He 
also said that he participates in on·e of 
'Jackson's People United to Save 
Humanity (PUSH) activities each year. 
''" Johnson addressed the issue of drugs 
in sports, saying '' I have better wa:Ys of 
spending my money. '' 
In.addition, ''Spirit Week will bring 
out and bring back the pride that was 
once af Howard, " said Clay. Accord-
ing to Clay, ''Spirit Week will atteinpt 
to bridge the communication gaps that 
exist betwen the students and the ad-
Spiht Week will continue th= 
• Johnson said his basic message to 
Students was to ' 'get all you can while 
you 're in school .' ' Though he acknowl-
edged that he had left college early, 
Johnson said , ··1 go back to school ev-
ery summer and I' m 39 credits a~ay 
from graduating.'' ' 
· ''It's tight ," said Johnson in re-
sponse to the 2.0 admission standard 
facing college athletes . He said the 
standard is hoth good and bad and con-
: tinucd, ''They should let them in and 
. then set the standard." 
' 
· Johnson said that he was once 
. • seriously recruited by one Black uni-
: versity , Florida A&M . He said he 
: would encourage an upcoming Black 
:' athlete to attend a Black university . 
. though he added that in many cases 
: Black universities are not athletically 
• prepared for the Black athlete . 
• 
To a question concerning his com-
ments of inter racial relationships 
ainong entertainers and professional 
athletes, Johnson responded , ' 'It' s 
sickening. ·· 
During the lengthy applause follow-
ing Johnson's comments , an audibnce 
member shouted , ''What about ~our 
boy Kareem?'· Johnson responded, 
''He's s
1
iCk to ." I 
'' It happened so fast and so quick,'· 
Johnson said of his career. He! de-
scribed the NBA as acold.bUsi~ess :add­
ing ''One day·you 're here and the next . 
you're gone. 
Johnson cited the top NBA basket-
ball players as Julius Erving. Moses 
Malone, Kareem Abdul-Jabar, Isiah 
Thomas, and George Gervin . 
' ~, Pre-school caters 
• 
to 'tota8hild 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: By KRYSTAL QUINN 
: Hilltop Stalfwriter 
~..... Howard University's Preschool Cen-
;• tier is a little known preclous resource 
;: k>cated in the School of Human Ecolo-
·• 
-: gy . 
;: 1be center program, which began in 
:; the late 1930s in the S~hool of Home 
:: f.conomics under Madeline Kirkland . , 
;! is a laboratory preschool training center 
:: for students . Dr. Elizabeth Houston 
. , 
:: program head said , ' ' the center al-
:: tempts to _meet the needs of the total 
:: child .•• 
, ;: The receivers of this resource-are the 
:: children of people affiliated with the 
~ university in some way . The parcnt(s) 
:: of the children pay a tuition fee per 
~ semester. 1be center serves 30 chi I-
, 
:· drcn, ages three and four . 
:: In meeting the total needs o~ the child 
• :; the curriculum covers many areas so the 
:: child can develop the three R 's_along 
:· with art, music , social studies and other 
:· skills . Rollerskating, Tac-Kwon-Do, 
:; and music lessons are only a few of the 
. · :· weekly ,activities . 
:, The center also pulls from the re-
::. sources that exist on campus. Teachers 
• 
: and parents volunteer their services in 
! order to expose, the children to many 
: different asl)lfCts of life . 
: ''Parents play an integral part in the 
• 
: program. lbey are encouraged to par-
: ticipate and accompany the ehildren on 
: field trips," Houston said. 
: Parents often come to the center to 
: share their work experiences and duties 
: with the children, aquaini1ng them to 
'. the world of work .University teachers 
share their different mc::a.s of study with 
the children. Emrlt8sis is placed on a 
multi-culturil aspect . . Positive role 
· models from Blacks and ethnic groups 
~ discussed1 
''We celebrate Black History Month 
every day," Houston said. -· 
All major holidays relating to chil-
dren arc celebrated. In addition, during 
special weeks, such as National Dental 
Hygiene Week and National Nutrition 
W~ek, the children participate in 
special programs. 
A typical day for the children begins 
8t eight in the morning with strucblrcd 
activities that.last until 12 p .m. At ~oon 
the children eat lunch, which is ~ prC­
parcd by their personal cook in the f e 
ter. The children then brush their eet 
and take a nap until 3 p.m. From : 15 
p.m. to 4 p.m. the children have free 
play. ' 
The children's favorite activity ts, as 
Crystal said , ''to play!'' However . 
Toye said •• J.Jike taking naps. · · He 
chang.:d his mind and said '' I don'( 
like taking naps ." 
Each spring the center holds an in-
ternational celebration allowing speak-
ers to demonsttate and speak on differ-
ent aspects of their country. Teachers, . _ 
e_mbassies, students and others contrib-. 
ute to this seasonal celebration . 
For the future the center has many 
goals/. Houston said she plans ''to 1work 
on fhe curriculum to make the program · 
a model preSchool center so pcopie 
from the metro area can get ideas." 
Houston said she would a1so Jike to 
implement more research programs de-
aling with young children . 
One gol;I already realized is the soon 
to be implemented computer instruc-
tion program. Houston said ''The chil ~ 
drcn will learn computer and program 
skills to supplement classroom teach-
• •• 1ng. . 
The staff of the preschool center cOn: 
sists oJ:~ certified teachers with mas-
ters d s in early childhood educa-
tion . The program also welcomes 
volunteers, though they must be con-
sistent in coming and working at the 
center. . 
The preschool is also training center 
for students who arc evaluated on their 
work with the children. The school of · 
• 
Human Ecology offers a B.A. in early 
education. Houston encouraged Greek 
and other 'campus organizations to par-
ticipate in the prognm. 
• conect1on 
• 
• 
• 
' • ,, 
t 
• 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
' • 
'· 
. - .. 
Due to a typographical error that appeared ill 
the Feb. 1 O, 1984 iMue of The Hillt;,p, the article 
on the U.S. CommiMion on Civil Righl8 1tated that 
I 
the commiMion voted to analyse the p~polled 
federal budget. 
t 
It mould have ltated that the Commi;1ion 
voted not to review the federal budget: 
I • , 
) I 
I I 
-
ministration. •• *· 
. Clay got the idea of Spirit Week dur-
ing the summer in an effort to pick up 
the school's morale. "l feel like it has 
already accomplished one of its goals 
because of the networking and it has 
bridged a gap among stbdent organila-
tions, '' said Clay. Spirit Week will be a 
collective effort of the-student campus 
center, HUSA, and 15 to 20 other stu-
dent organizations. 
According to Clay, Spirit Week will 
attempt to focus attention on certain 
aspects of Howard University. 
The schedule for Spirit Week. begins 
... Sunday, Feb 19 from 2-6 p.m. with an 
-ey e-riafi Branch-Price-The Hilltop Athlete's Appreciat ,. Jn Program in 
Cook Hall . For a pre' .ew of the week' s 
events, on Monday, feb . 20 at 2 p .m. 
PRSSA elects new officers 
By LISA LEWIS 
Special to the Hilltop 
The Howard University Chapter of 
the Public Relations Student Society of 
America recently elected, Ken Payne to 
serve as President for a term. 
The ·other new officers include 
Emmett Thompson , Vice-President; 
ureen Still, Secretary; Annette King.· 
reasurer; Darlene Jackson, PR di -
rector; and Lynette Macer,· National 
liaison . 
PRSSA is a student run , nationwide 
organization founded by PR practition-
ers; which acquaints students with pro-
sional people . methods, issues and 
ethic_., 
•• 
Glegg W at8on 
Debra Miller, the only pUblic rela-
tions professor in the School of Com-
munications, is the advisor for the Ho-
ward University-PRSSA Chapter . 
'What we are trying to do 
is 1nake the student 
' knowledgeable and 
marketable.' 
· ' Public Relations has the most stu-
dents in the School Of Communications 
and I can ' t see why we can't be the 
largest , most visible and most pro-
ductive chapter in the area,·· said Mill-
er . ''PRSSA has been.dormant for the 
• 
ance 
balance of last year, but this year we arc 
ready to be productive. One of the ad-
vantages of being a member of PR.SSA 
is that it will give a student an oppqrtu-
nity to participate in some Public Rela-
tions Internships . What we are trying to 
do is make the student knowledgeable 
and marketable . ·· 
PRSSA will sponsor a panel titled 
''Critical Issues Facing Minority Prac-
titioners,'' at the Communications 
Conference. This will be the first time a 
panel has been geared especially for 
Public Relations . 
PRSSA will also be. taking a survey 
at the conference to get a concensus of 
how successful the panel discussion~ 
were . 
Photo'graphy by Wayne E. Jackaon·The Hilltop 
7 
Dr. Asa T. Spaul~ 
- . 
\ . . . 
Glegg Wat8on, co-author of ''Black Life in Corporate America'' 
' 1~ke at the H.U. lll8uranee Day i~cheon. AIIO present wu Dr. 
An T. Spaul~ Sr., one of the founden of the Cent~r for 
lll8urance Education._ The center i8 de1eribed by Maurice C. 
Willia1111 (Director of CIE) ·a1 a ''Caee--Study in Partnerahip and 
Preparation''. The February 9th program included an addreH 
by Dr. Coy Eklond, retired chairman of the Equitable Life 
Aaaurance Society of the United Statd . 
' 
• 
. ... , " 
"'e need 110me 
co~aiveneu' 
the week and will culminate :iuJ•y' 
Feb 26 with a Gospel Extravaganza. 
"I hope that WC CID have Spirit 
Weck, if we can, becausetbere is a, stale 
atmosphere on campus and ~ nttd \ 
it,'' said junior, Santita Jackson. ''We 
need Spirit Week to give the school 
some 'glue'. Right now, we are just a 
lot of pieces; we need some cobeaive-
ness," added Jackson. · 
''I just hope that everyone takes Jd-
vantage of it,'' concl1Micd HUSA vice--
president, Connie Clay. 
Society 
• 
• 
promotes 
Black 
• engineers 
By KAREN BADEY 
Special to the Hilltop 
The National Society of Black 
Engineen (NSBE), Howard Univcnity 
Chapter, wasorganizcdtoreprcKDllbe 
needs and interests of Bl.ck engin c er· 
ing students. "Our aim and goo! for 
NSBE is the iecruib1JCDt, admission. 
retention and gi:oduation of Blact engi-
neering students," said Glen Grier. 
president of the cbapler. 
Initiated at Howard five ycus ago, 
the society provides a social outlet and a 
support system for its S9 member& • 
"Quite a few students become dis-
counged due to acodcniics and little or 
no social life," said Grier, citing the 
intense course load. ·••we llCCk co pro-. 
vidc 1111 atmoophore tlllouah which 1111-
dcnts can learn.'' Grier added. 
A series of video showings, lecluloo, 
and a calculus and physics potty ii 
planned for this aenieste•. Tbe pmty ii 
geared toward mental cultiYllioo, -
student's receiving assistance ~ 
fessors tutors. matbematican1 and 
physicist. A review of..- ii 
also being gi-, 
According to Angela Cootco, Vice-. 
president of Internal Affairs, tbe IOCiC 
tics objectives for the fulme include 
bridging the pp betwcm ~ncsWc 
disciplines and educ•tina Blaclt 1111-
dents in job oppommide1 . 
Coats. a chemical enainr •iaa .... 
jor, is responUble for pl1 nni91 llcw1 11 
activities llld plem to set m ••'en m. 
valved in die C(l!lmNmity. ••we•re ao-
ing to tty and - hip " - -
dents into engi0 r Erina. aid»$ mt 
~ss•rily It Howard,•• llid 01 ' I. 
Jnfoimllion on co-opo IDll 1<bt>-
lanbip1 i1 avalloble', ud a trip ID 
NASA ii on cbe % f• fw Apil. 
A major NSBE co•fennce ia· 
. plann rd for MllCb 29-Apil I • Illa 
Wubiqtoll Hiltm He 7 I ... Ha WI j 
Univeality. Aa •r I •u "· tbl er 
famtoewillfe12u1uca 1r..a•:: a• _ 
~.flin_. f!"'I ~1 _!£31,..i llR'E 
IOC'Jl'diq101)rw•toa1' · d,W:2 . 
cblilpenoa of tllt pl 1,7 I 11 • 
Atl1•t50coll .. 11 •e41 tsd• 
p&11kiF 11md""iti1 •' ' ...... 
dr di ID mmite wida tl41 E d I ?), ••. 
llicl Ca•••· ' 
~ CID joi9 NSBB, Wt it'a 
1111 '• udlae 11ar a· '' a 
ud Kil 'I M ' Ell. A ... t P 
m1 1•az!'plrilila4'' 
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namony touch of class. And just one of six deli 'ou'.sly dif erent flavors 
from General Foods® 
International Coffees. 
GEN ERAL FOODS~ INTERNATIONAL COFFEES 
AS M UCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
' 
·. 
( • 
--
• 
-Reach Mach 2. 
" 
• 
Some desk jobs are 
more exciting than 
others. · · 
· As a Navy pilot 
or flight officer, your 
desk can be a sophis-
ticated combination 
• 
' 
' 
making 11uthority. 
In tl)e air, and on the 
ground, you have 
management res"Ponsi-
bility from the begin· 
ning. And your 
responsibility grows 
of supersonic jet air· . 
• 
• • 
as you gamexpenence . 
craft and advanced electronic equipment. No company can give you this kind of 
leadership responsibility this fast. And 
nothing beats the sheer excitement of 
Nary flying. 
But you can handle it. Because Navy 
flight training gives you the navigation, 
aerodynamics and other technical. 
know-how you need. ' 
In retum, Navy aviation demands 
something of you as an officer: 
Leadership. . , 
Your path to leadership starts with 
officer training that 's among the most 
demanding in the military. It's intensive 
leadership and professional schooling 
combined with rigorous Navy flight 
training. And it's all geared to prepare 
The salary is exciting, too. Right 
away, you'll earn a~ut $18,300 a year. 
That's better than the average corpora· 
tion will pay you just out of college. 
And with regular Navy promotions and 
other pay increases, your annual 
you and other college 
graduates for the 
unique challenge of 
Navy aviation. The 
program is tough but 
rewarding. 
• One important• 
reward for Navy 
o~cers is decision~ 
... 
• 
• 
salary will soar to $31,100 after four 
years. That's on top of a full package . 
of beµefits and privileges. . 
Before you settle down to an earth· 
r -;;;.v7oPPoRruNi-IT - - - -;: ;;:; 1 
I INFORMATION CENTER 1 · P.O . Box r.ooo, Clifton , NJ 0701~ I 0 Ple11ee _:,d me more infonnation about becom· I 
I 
ing a mem ber of t he Naval Aviation ~am. 10AI 
1 Name----~~--~---
1 fin• tPIH• Pn..11 [;• 1 Addre11 Apt. " - --
1 City S ta te Zi I 
I Ap +Collo~/Univer1i ty 
I 
*Ye•r in.Collece • OPA ____ _ 
~i•jor/ M inor~---------
I 
I 
I Phone Number I 
!An • Cods f Betl,'t.i<rletoC.Jl 
I Tli is i• ' k>r p,...r• l ,..,,1111-1 lnlonn•1Kln. Yit.. clo no!. h•v• to . I hamisti ony ol tlw 1nlorm••ion noq.,......i . Of .......... 1he mon -kno• . th~ - we con M lp to det<1nnlne tho ltinds o f N•vy PMi· L 1iono for • hlc_h )'(Ill q11olify. • . J 
-----------
bound desk job, reach 
for the sky. Reach for 
the coupon. Find out 
what it takes to be 
part of the Na val • ' 
Aviation Tullm. Yop 
could haV.. a desk 
that flies at twice the 
speed of sound. , 
' 
Jle8po1WNli1yfa1t. 
' 
I 
• 
Hollywood. Pompano Beach. Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach . 
Want the tradition to live on forever? Then order your full· color 17'' x 23'' poster of Spring Break '84 bv sending 
$3.00 (check or money-order, no cash, please) to: Spring Bn:alc. '&!, 500 Third Avenue West. Seattle. WA 98119. 
Be sure to include your name. address and college. Price includes postage and handling. 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,..,,,c,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,, •• , ••• 
• · .. •• ' ' WIN A LAW SCH< x >L SCHOLARSHIP! · · 
• • 
.. 
0 
rr=· I 
\ 
sponsored by • 
THE THOMAS M. COOLEY LAW SCHOOL 
Write and deliver from memory a 10-minute 
original speech defending your positioo oo one of 
these topics: 
• SHOULD T.V. CA~ERAS BE PERMITIED' IN 
COURTROOMS? ' 
• SHOULD THERE BE A CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT REQUIRING A BALANCED 
FEDERAL BUDGETI 
• SHOULD THERE BE A NATIONAL PRESI· 
DENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION? 
$Jleeches wlll be jud{jed flrst in manusoript form, 
then In an oral audition. and finally .before a live au-
~ and a panel ot Michigan court judges . 
TOTAL VALUE OF PRIZES EXCEEDS m,ooo 
One ......ii winner NCIMI 8 1111 ........ , 
schcJleri!hip lo Ille Tbom11 M. Colllay I w • 
School. ' 
. Two 1111111111-np 11ch '19CIM 11111 tulllun 
echa'riahlpi 
Thr11 11m..r .. -.11eta 1'9Cllve lnclfl*z·' 11.000 
tuition .,.., ... 
To be eligible you must be an undergraduale-stu-
. ' 
dent currently enrolled In an accredited four-year. ,.,.,, 
college or university. Deadline for manuac~.,.. 
tries is Apfil 9, 1984. For infoo1ation ml co"*" 
lion rules fill out the form below or a postcard and 
send it in today. 
, 
·----------------------------------------------·--------------------------, I I ." • I . . 
• 
I f'i8ese send me information and rules for the t984 National Collegiate Onltory 
1 CompaUtion. I understand there are no entry fees or other Unancial ClbfigaUons 
I and in the event that I am chOl!en as a finalist, Cooley Law School wlll pio- all 
' transportation expenses to Lansing, Mlchigan,.and hotel accommodllU011s. I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
• 
' Name 
Address ____ ...,...----------~--~-
Oty ________ State•-----~ 
• 
College or University 
Send to Onatory CompaUtlon. ThOma8 M. Cooley Law School. 
P.O. Booe 13038. Lansing, MlOhlgln 48801. 
-------· ··----------·-·------------- •······· 
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Black History 
' 
Davis first Black ANG General 
It was one of the great moments in 
American history . On Dec. 20. 1982, 
Russell C. Davis, Commander of the 
I 13th Tactical Fighter Wing, Oistricfof 
Columbia Air National Guard, was pro-
moted to the rank of brigadier general, 
making him the first black general in 
the Air Nalional Guard (ANG). He is 
one of 82 brigadier gcners in the ANG 
nationwide. 
General Davis, 44 was born and 
raised in Tuskegee. Ala., and attended 
Tuskegee Institute for two years 
following high school graduation until 
joining the Air Force as a, member of the 
AviatiOn Cadet Program for un-
dergraduate pilot training . He received 
his pilot 's wings and a commission as a 
second lieutenant in March, 1960, then 
served with ttte Strategic Air Command 
. until April , 1965 , when he was released 
from active -duty . . 
At that time , he joined the Iowa 
ANG, where he served until reentering 
active duty in 1978 as the ANG's Stu-
dent Representative at the Industrial 
College of the Armcd f forccs '. He 
graduate in June , 1979, and remained • 
on active duty as the Deputy Chief, 
Manpower and Personnel Division, 
ANG Support Center. Andrews Air 
Force Base. MD. He was pron:ioted to 
the rank of colonel on Jan·.· 26, 1979. 
Gen. Davis became the Executive to 
the Chief, National Guard Bureau, in 
Feb . . 1980 and served in this position 
until Jan . , 1982. when he was released 
from active duty to join the D.C. ANG 
as Commander of the I 13th Tactical 
Fighter Wing (TFW) at Andrews 
~.F.B., his current assignment. 
Gen. Dav_is, a command pilot .with 
more than 3,9<Xl wours offly111h time in 
a variety of tactical aircraft, comes to 
his current rank and position with 
eleven decorations and awards and 
many years of experience. 
According to j Lieutenant General · 
~mmett H . Walker. Jr .• Chief, Nation-
al Guard Bureau . Gen. Davis '' has 
been an asset to the National Guard 
since he joined almost 18 years a~. liis 
knowledge and dedication have made 
him a leader to depend on. and deserv-
ing of the honors recently bestowed on 
him-geneal officer rank and the prec-
edent of becoming the first black gener-
al in the ANG. We expect to foll~ow up 
that precedent substantiall y in the com-
ing yi.:ars as we strive toward grea1er 
minority representation in the national 
Guard officer corps . ·· 
Gen . Davis' foremos t· objectivc for 
'Library check point 
to cut down on theft 
By T.F. RANSOME 
Special to the Hilltop 
1.n an effort do defray the cost of 
replacing damaged and ltolen rr.ateri-
al~. the Howapl University Founder's 
and .Undergraduate Libraries· have in-
stalled a new electronic surveillance 
system similar to inventory control sys-
tems in most department stores. 
The ''Check-Point System," in op-
'Cration s ince the beginning of thi s 
semester, was installed by Check Point 
Systems Inc . The 10.600 dollar system 
was purchased through the library' s 
equipment budget . 
·· Doris Mitchell, acting assistant -di-
rector for the Undergraduate Library, 
said the check-point system was in-
stalled "'primarily for the protection of 
library materials and to discourage 
theft . ·· However, she added , ··mutila-
tion is another problem." 
Periodicals are frequently misplaced 
or stolen by students who want to claim 
the library's cOpy of a magazine or 
newsp~per, said Mitchell . 
According to Mitchell students who 
have bags or briefcases are still sub-
jected to a search by library monitors 
because, as of yet, ··at! of the materials 
have· not been processed ,~· for the 
electronic system. 
Materials such as papers , clippings, 
and articles· on reserve present a prob.. 
lem because they Cannot be marked 
withoUt marring the material . 
So far students have followed library 
policy. '' Most of them cooperate," 
'By Wayne E. Jackson-The Hilltop 
said Mitchell .'' But some students still 
are not sure why their bags have lo be 
checked. 
··The system is all right but· some of 
the people who check the bags are real-
ly cold," said Karen ·Cole, a junior at 
Howard . 
Students who refuse to have their 
bags checked are directed to security. 
Any student who attempts to temove 
improperly checked ouc items iis also 
referred to the security person on duty . 
' 
the I 13th TfW is to fill shortgates in 
critical skills areas . The unit is over 
100% strength. enabling recruiters to 
' conc~~trate on the ANG's policy of 
precision recruiting- focusing on qual-
i1y instead of quantity and filling only 
actual unit vacancies . 
How does Gen. Davis feel about his 
promotion ? "'Being the first black. 
general in the ANG is an achievement, 
~ut being a general is an ~chievement in 
1lself." he said. ''The odds are very 
compe!itive , regardless of race or back-
ground, but there is opportunity out 
there if you're willing to grasp it .·· 
' 
• 
Fergason 
memorial 
• 
~ .... 
; ; 
The faculty of the Howard Univer-
sity School of Law will hold a memorial 
service for the former dean of the 
school. Clarence Clyde Ferguson. Jr .• 
on Feb. 21 at noon in the law school 
chapel in Houston Hall . 2900 Van Ness 
St., N. W . The public is invited . 
Dr. Ferguson was found in his Cam-
bridge; Mass . . apartment on Dec. 21 
dead apparently from a heart attack . 
Dr. Ferguson served as dean of the 
Howard Law School from 1963 to 
1969. He most recently was the Henry 
L. Stimson Professor of Law at Ha\;vard 
Law School . 
Ferguson 's career included service in 
the diplomatic corps as Ambassador to 
Uganda, among other State Department 
positions; the practice of law in tli.e 
privte and public sectors, inclUding tw.o 
years as Assistant U.S. Attorney for the 
Southern District of New York~ and 
legal education where, in addition to 
Harvard and Howard , he was on the 
faculties of the Jaw schools of Rutgers 
University and the Catholic University 
of America. 
Born in Wilmington , N.C .• on Nov . 
4, 1924, Dr. Ferguson graduated cum 
Jaude with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
1948 from Ohio State University and 
·cum laude with' a Bachelor of Laws 
degree fr/im Harvard Law School 1n 
1951. 
New medication to aid in 
. -
high. blood press11re battle 
- . 
,, 
. ' For every black person who dies' of 
sickle cell anemia, at least ·100 others 
die from the effects of high blood pres-
sure (stroke, heart disease and kidney 
disCase) . Now, there's .news of a new 
medication that can hd.p control the 
problem with minimal side effects . 
Heart disease , the nation's biggest 
killer, often starts with high blood pres-
sure tlfat is not treated or inadequately 
treated. More than SO million Amer· 
icans have high blood pressure and 
studies show that blacks suffer relative-
ly more than whices from this disease. 
Ten times mono middle-aged black peo-
ple die fiom the effects of high blood 
pressure than do' middle~aged whites . 
High blood pressure is a silenl killer 
and crippler. Half !he people who have 
high blood pre11ure .,.n't aware of it 
1be only way you can be sure is to have 
' a doctor check your blocxl pressure. 
Dr. Elijah Sa11nden, of Provident 
Hospilal i!I Baltimore, aay1 that anual 
cbock-upo aieeapecially advisable if(•) 
you ore blact, (b) your paients ~vc or 
had high blood pressure, stroke, heart 
attack or kidney disease , or (c) you 
have frequent headaches and dizziness . 
Fortunately, high blood pressure can 
~ treated and c~trolled . Proper treat-
ment is vital to prevent c rippling 
l1a1'e l1igl1 /J/ood /Jress11re 
(tre11. 't att)(tre of it. 
-
structions carefully is important. 
Two typel of drugs commonl:Y used 
for high blood pressure are known as 
beta blockers and diuretics. Beta block-
ers lower blood pressure by decreasing 
stimulation of the heart and blood ves-
sels by the nervous system. Diuretics , 
lower blood pressure in part by ca:using 
the kidneys to excrete more salt. ManY 
patienlS with. hypertension are trca1ed 
wilh holh types of drugs . 
Now, a drug called Corzide has been 
introduced by Squibb. It combines a 
beta blocker with a diuretic. Some 
hypertensives need - chugs for COJl-
trol. Corzidc is lakcn only once a day , 
so it's easier for people to follow their 
doctor's orders. 
The fmt step in the battle against 
high blood pro111UC was dcvclop.nent 
of drugs 10 control it. The bi11•• cbal-
Jcngc is to reach and 1lal die millions 
Who don'! know they have high blood; 
)ll ............ un:. 
If you tbiak you migbl have this 
problem, see your doctor. 
• • 
News Around the-Nation 
' -
~ayor Opposes New Prison 
. ,. 
stable condition at Children's Hospital 
according to hospital officials . 
NACWEP Forum 
A series of national forum1 to de-Facility 
1 In disagreement to a Justice Depart· 
ment report calling for a new detention 
fa£ility to hold inmates awaiting trial in 
the city f Mayor Marion Barry said that 
he. is opposed to anymore jails in the 
District.of Columbia because of the cost 
and because we do not need them at his 
monthly press conference. 
Stonnie Jones of Cumby Texas is the 
victim of a rare liver disease and weak 
heart . 
.Hospital officials said that she is re-
sponsive and alert and hope to take 
Stormie off the respirator that has been 
helping her breathe since surgery. 
The surgery is expected to cost be-
tween $70,000 and $100,000 but the 
termine the educational needs o 
women and to promote educational ~ 
equity in public and private educational 
institutions has been announced by 1be 
National Advisory council on 
Women's Educational Programs 
(NACWEP). 
Despite his opposition Barry did 
agree with the reports recommendation 
to locate a Federal prison in the 
Baltimore-Washington area. 
people in Stormie's home1own have According to Marcilyn Leir, Owjr-
raised nearly $7 ,(XX) to help pay for the man of the Council (NACWF.P) wum 
operation . , • to reach out to the educational commu-
nity and to women to find out how 
New Drug Tested for Diabetic .effective the Women's EducMional The report which was issued last Fri-
day stated that the prison would 
accommodate some prisoners now held 
in D.C . facilities . At the conference , 
Barry defended the use of firearms by 
City Police officers who lives are in 
danger. 
' Barry said the city has strict rules 
in~olving.the use of handguns by police 
officers in America. 
TRANSPLANT IS SUCCESS-
FUL 
After 16 hours of surgery, a 6-year-
old Texas girl rCceiVed the first simulta-
neous heart-liver transR.!_ant and is in 
. . 
At medical centers around the coun- Equity Act (WEEA) has worked after 
try. researchers are testing a new drug yeats, of funding. 
which may prevent eye problems for 
nearly half of the nations diabetics . 
The drug, sorbinil according to re- The Counc;il also wants to learn of 
searchers may play a major role in the what areas have not been totally 
damage caused by diabetes in the eyes covered by the Education Department's 
and other parts of the body. WEEA ~g™!1 . . 
Diabetic retinopathy is the most Mrs . Lctr will appoint a taa1t force 
common eye problem linked to Cli- from the .J9-membcr <;ouncil to plan 
abetes . It affects 40% of the 10-11 mil- the forums. The Council al~ evaluates 
lion American diabetics . When the a S6 million WEEA grant program and 
blood vessel s of the retina are damaged, advises !he President,~ Congress and 
varying degrees of visoin is lost includ- t~e Secret~ of Education on educa-
ing b.lindness . t1onal equity for women. 
• 
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. Schedule ol Events · 
StJnday, February •9, •984 
' 
' 
\, 
• 
-Athelete•' Appreclatlon Pro1ram :ap.m. Cook Ball Loun1e 
' 
l • 
• 
Monday, February 20, •984 
..., ' . 
• _ . "For Colored Glrl• Who Have Con•ldered Suicide When the Rainbow I• Enul'' 
• 
.. 
• 
:a p.m. Ballroem Blackburn Center 
-The Visual Art ol .Jamff K.. RuueJI (an art dlspla)') 
3:30 p.m. Hilltop Loanae Blackburn Center 
. -"And Then Thero Wu Llsht'' (a ma•tcal) 5 ~···Ball-om Blackburn Center 
*Home Buketball GaJD• Boward v•. Brookl)'n Colle1e 8 p.m. Burs:_ GJ'm 
• 
' Tuesday, February 2•, %984 · 
' \ _ ... 
I 
' . 
. • Bulldlns and Academic Dl•play• bealn; they will continue through Frida)' •o a.JD.·4 p.m. 
- Ground Floor Blackburn Center 
. I . 
• Facalt)' 8 Student• Superlative Voting begin•; continue• throu1h Frida)' •O a.m •• 4 p.m. 
• 
• 
En1ineerln1 Lobb)', Doqglan Ball Biology Building, School ol Bu•lneu, Coat Room ol Blackburn 
- / ass En•emble Concert :a p.m. Auditorium ol Blackburn Center 
-Meet Tour Pre•ldent• 4 p.m. AadltorlaJD ol Blackburn Cen'ter 
~Bama Fuhlon Show 8 p.m. Auditorium ol Blackburn Center 
Wednesday,_ Ji:•bruary 22, •984 ,,,..·\.'1'1,·• .. . ' . ' 
• 
I 
' ":- ' I ' ~ ,, " 
,,_. '· I • ,,, •.• j.c , I 1 
-Boward Unlver•lt)' Choir Concert •:& noon Auditorium ol Blackburil~Center 
" 
-Greek Herlta1e Pro1ram 4 p.m. Rankin Chapel · 
• • 
Thursday, Februaey 23, •984 • 
-Howard Le1ac)' Pro1ram 4 p.m. Rankin Chapel 
. I 
-Mr. Boward Pqeant 7 p.m. Buman Ecolog Auditorium • 
. . 
• • Friday, February 24, •984 • 
-Boward Author•' Pro1ram 4 p.m. Student Loun1e Blackburn Center 
. I . ~ .• 
-Or1anlsatlonal Famll)' Feud 7 p.m. Forum ol Blackburn Center 
' . ' 
-New Yorker•' Part)' at the Studio 500 W Street, N.E. Admlulon $5.oQ. 
.. 
Saturday, February 2s, •984 · . , 
-International Student• Pro1ram :a p.m. Student Loun1e Blackburn 
*Pep Rall)' 5 p.m. Burr G)'m,nulum 
-
*Women'• Home Buketball Game Boward ve. Delaware State 5145 p.m. Burr G)'m 
• • 
*Men'• Home. Buketball Game Boward v•. Delaware State • p.m. Burr G)'m 
Victor)' ·Part)' •0:30 p.m. Wen Ballroom Blackburn Center 
. 
Sunday, Februaey 26, •984 
• 
-Memorial Service 3 p.m. Rankin Chapel 
• 
' . i 
• 
-Gospel Extravqanaa 8 p.m. Raakl~ Chapel 
• 
-
' 
I 
• 
• 
I 
I 
' 
• 
• 
' 
• 
* A.._l1•l•a te the pnpam re.ulrff a ticket that can be pl-ked up at· Cram ton Auditorium; students 
•tut ••••eat ... ketb.U 1ame tickets lor admlaloa to the jlep rall)'. · . .· 
• 
• 
" 
• 
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By COURTENAY WILLIAMS 
Hilltop Stalfwriter 
Denick Spradley, a sophomore in 
the ' School of Business, was selected 
last summer as one of the students 
nationwide to participate in a month-
long tour of the Middle East. 
Spradlcy's trip, sponsored by the 
North American Jewish Network, waS 
geared primarily toward non-Jewish 
students in an effort to enhance their 
knowledge of Middle Eastern Affain , 
and particularly those of Israel . 
Spnidley's trip took him to Israel 
where he and his delegation conversed 
wi\h Menac.hem Begin , President 
Chaim Herzog, former Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin, Labor Pany leader Shi-
mon Peres, as well as several members 
of the Knesset . 
"' According to Spradley. the month-
long tour proved tQ be fruitful in his 
undcstanding of the ISraeli 's concern to 
) · mi.iota.in rights of the West Bank; the 
concerns· of theJsraelis as to the welfare 
of people iii the United States; and a1So 
in the Israeli government's acceptance 
to review the delegation· s request the 
Jerusalen1 be recognized as thecapilal 
of Israel: 
Spradley said the reason he and the 
delegation made such a request to the 
Israeli government is that ··America 
recognizes Tel Aviv aqd the Jews rec-
ognize Old Jerusalem. We want to have 
embassies and consulates established 
East Jerusalem is a cultural center to the 
world which inhabits Moslems and 
Christians---this is why we want it rec-
ognized ," said Spradely. 
Spradley. said be feels this rccogni- · 
tion would be important to the United 
States because ''East Jerusalem would 
probably generate business for America 
and also strengthen ties between the 
United States and-Israel.,. 
However, not everyone believes that 
the delegation's request is reasonable . 
Professor Merv at Hatcm of the political 
science dcpanment here at Howard, 
said he feelS the delegation's request of 
the rccogtlirion of Jerusalem is invalid 
since ''it's already the capital. How 
could he request that ii become the capi-
tal of Israel?," Harem asked. 
Professor Hatem added that shC 
doesn't disagree with Spradley about 
Jerusalem's right to be the capital of 
' Israel. She said she does agree with Tel 
Aviv presently being the capital of 
Israel. , 
Ha tern said she also found .fault with 
North American Jewish Network. dele-
gation of only being inter e sted in 
studying the Jewish lifestyle arid not so 
·· much the Aritb lifestyle. 
''TV covers enough of tile Jewish 
side," she said. ''If you want a more 
balanced coverage, you Should have 
equal familiarity with the Jewish per-
spective along with the Arab perspec-
tive. '' 
Spradley said that although their trip 
was primarily to learn about Israel, he 
and the dclega1ion travelled lhrough 
Syria ;pid Lebanon as well, and in-
teracted among Arabs during their slay. 
Spradley's said he had ''learned 
more in a month than I could have in a 
whole year." during his trip. 
, 
• 
' 
..... 7 
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Book explores U.S.-Grenada 'relations Palm Wine 
By FREDA SATIERWHITE 
Hilltop Stalfwriter 
Dr . Linus Hoskins, an assistant pro-
fessor in the International Studies pro-
gram of the School of Human Ecology, 
has written U.S.- Carib/Han- Grenada 
Relations: Before and After Bishop, the 
(trst account of the political turmoil that 
occurred in Grenada in 1983. 
Dr. Hoskins, who has been at H.U .· 
since 1974, also wrote A Primer on the 
Pan African World (1978) and The New 
• International Economic Order: A 
Bibliographic Handbook ( 1982). 
In his book. Dr. Hoskins analy~ 
U.S.- Caribbean- Grenada relatiOns. 
the Gretiadian invasion by the United 
States on October 25, 1983, and the 
impact of the invasion on future U.S.-
Caribbean- Grenada and inter-
Caribbean relations. 
After examining reJations between 
the United States and Grenada during 
, the Carter administra1ion and during the 
: Reagan administration, Hoskins con-
l eluded that Carter practiced a policy of 
' respect for ideological pluralism 
: toward Grenada while Reagan holds a 
' strong anti-Communism foreign 
' policy. , 
· ' 'Since 1954. Grenada has been be-
gging the United States for assislance to Since 1979. Dr. Hoskins said Amer-
build an airport at Point Salines. They ica has been threatening to either over-
were refused. For years. Bishop said throw o r destabilize Grenada. 
the airpon was needed to develop tour- ''Recognizing the size and population 
ism," said Dr. Hoskins. lbe United of Grenada, to be constantly threatened 
States administration thought the air- by a superpower so 'close to your bord-
port would have been use'd by the er, I wonder why it should be a surprise 
Cubans and the Soviets. that in addition to the social and eco-
Hoskins added, ''The interim gov- nomic assistance from Cuba that there 
emmcnt under Nicholas Bradford has was some military assistance accepted 
now welcomed the American govern- by BiShop. Grenada had the right to 
ment in." The airpon is, now being defend itself from such a threat, .. said 
completed with US assistance. Dr. Hoskins. 
According to Dr. Hoskins. America . Grenada did not fear receiving aid 
in effect, is saying that ''the only way from Cuba because. according to Hos-
any sovereign nation state
1 
will be kins, '' the people in the Caribbean are 
allowed to survive is to not get any hel1> ""'not as paranoid about the Cuban pres-
from a Soviet-sovereign Cuba. " ence as the United States, Each Carib-
He refuted the reasons given by Pres- bean country has the right to have di-
ident Reagan for the Grenadian inva- plomatic relations with all Caribbean 
sion which included securing the $afety nations. A lot of Caribbean leaders in-
of the American medical students and · sist that Cuban ideology will not be 
the military hardware in Grenada. forced upon their own systems ... 
''Some of the military hardware found ''The message the Reagan ad-
in Grenada could be dated back to the ministration wants to send to all Pro-
ninetccnth century,·· Dr. Hoskins said. grcssivc movements in the Caribbean is 
He proved that the US had other mo- that they have to cut off. all ties with 
tives for the invasion. ''During his Cuba, Marxism, Leninism, and any 
campaign, Reagan vowed that there oth'er socialism does not work, and the 
would not be another C~ba in ihe. Carib- only thing that will work is US capita-
bean .'' lism; the US will not stand for any pro-
Fighting for freedom 
• 
' 
: By RENATA SHEi.lFEY , 
: Special to the Hilltop 
Contrary to opinion that South Afri-
; cans have ·complacently allowed op-
: prcssion to continue, warfare on col· 
' onialization has been constant. 
; Historically. white South Africans have 
: divided indigenous Africans by 
' idealogical barriers. Then economic 
~and political racist policies were legal· 
, ized to continue oppression. Using the 
structure of African tribal factions the 
'Dutch and English warred with separate 
tribes. Had these tribes united, South 
Africa, as we know it today, may have 
been non-existent. Today South Afri-
cans ""' divided by legislation tbal 1ep-
arates by color and tribal affiliatioo. 
In order to ~ the Iola) libera· 
tioo of Africa from colonialization, and 
to unify all African people, sevcnil 
Black Consciou1ne1s organizations 
wae fQlmdrd in the sixties. The Pan 
, Africaniat Congress, The African 
,Nllional Congras, the Azanian Peo-
i plea Orpnizalidn and yooth branches 
, have developed. j. The AlNli• Student Movement i1 
~'.one oraanization that ba1 battled 
· '1pimt dJc p1CIOill 1y11em of lplillht id. 
They IC l tQ limit the diacriminatioa· 
.,-eocbld dvough an oepeglled edu-
i ·-· oyatrm. I South African A•11e00r to tile U.S., Bea FJ lo pi' I ~out a. tie-
' 
mcndous change for African workers 
has been made. With the fonnation of 
trade unions, Africans are allegedly 
given more negotiating power. Ambas-
sador Fourie Slated that Africans have 
the same rights as everyone else in 
trade. . I 
Ambassador Fourie stated, ''Litera-
cy figun:s are 6~% 10 67% and among 
younger people there is complete litera-
cy. We spend as much on education in 
South Africa as we do on defense.·· 
Yet in 1980, for Africans, com-
pulsory education was non-existant , 
only $82 was spent per child, only 34% 
reached high school, and teacher/pupil 
ratio was 1:47. (Africa Fund S. Africa 
Fact Sheell , 
On the other hand, opposing exile 
Molefe Mafole, Chief Representative 
of the Pin Africanist Coogress or Aza-
nia u1:1sed thlll cradc unions only serve 
II mr•ns ·through Which the govern-
ment cm c:ot•1ol tbe actions -of work· 
en. Tnde uaiom are restricted from 
having involv~ment witl1 political 
groups. • 
South "'frican secondary and univer-
... aity level Kboola lllvc te"Cbcn that are 
o&a aequolifiotl aad have to'teacb di1-tat• cunicuimn. CulTiculam teaches 
11 w' Ill to I! \'C while society and be-
' . cdale JD1Dual llboren. The political 
11111 •• iUelf in nicilt s. Africa don not 
w s' a Iii tr lhck 10Ciery. 
, In 1976,tbeSoaotoupnsina-..i 
I 
a turning point when several students 
were hunted and killed. Students had 
protested required teaching of the 
Dutch language in schools. When 
police intervened riots broke out. 
This angry demonstration that ended 
in death is just one example of how~ 
Africans have shown they are willing. to~ 
die for freedom. In the Azania News 
(July, 1983) in an article entitled ''The 
Impact of the PAC," these Pin Afri-
cans say: ''We have elaborated three 
groups of revolutionary action which 
are feasible in our revolution, first, the 
work of the po1itical forces of the 
aroused broad masS<lS of our people be 
they workers, students, youth or cultu-
ral activists, second, ,the para-military 
fon:es trained to defend the worlt of dJO 
political rorces, and third, the anned 
fon.-es of the revolutionary liberation 
movements who must lead the fighting 
and the mall¥' of theirjudiciOUI entry 
imo the fray . It ii DOC diffic;ult to realiz ': 
that we ""' alfudy in the -.id llage 
of the sbUggle but tbal the enemy does 
not want to admit to the whites in the 
country and the capital; investors 
abroad that the opprer1ed people have 
reached pan-military c:a~ioli-- -... '' 
1bclC f1cell:ND figt•a.orpnircd a 
51ra1qy io anock the police rorce and to 
It)' io dislocate the economic ay-.i of 
apmdw::iJ. 
Pan Africanist Representative 
Mlfolep•lfd, ••tttalheMp1111ivep. 
' 
gress1ve movements in •the Carib-, 
bean ." 
The most detrimental effect in the 
Caribbean is fear . ··Any government 
who appears to have some sort of 
people-oriented program (socialism/ 
cOrrimunism) fears that what happenC<t· 
to Bishop is going to happen to them,'' 
said Dr. Hoskins . 
tie felt that the interim government 
has welcomed the US back into Grena-
da because ·' in the psychology of 
geopolitics the colonized have always 
welcomed the colonizers. Once you in-
st~)! fear in the slaves you automatically 
generate respect ... 
Dr . Hoskins does not see any 
changes in the near futu~ for Grenada. 
·'Grenada will be this way for a long 
time, perhaps X>to 25 years . It is going 
to take a new generation of Grenadians 
who are not a Vt· are of the invasion. They 
will rescue Grenada from what it is go-
ing through now.'' 
''The whole sense of respect and 
humility has been instilled. lbosc who 
have not been touched by this psyc~olO-. 
gy of warfare will be the ones to rescue· 
Grenada," he said. 
' • 
emment that are terrorists. by using 
fqrcc to intimidate innocent people· ' 
. -. . liberation movements are fighting 
for something nobel." 
~ Because many Black Consciousness 
organizations are banned and their lead-
ers (Pokela (PAC), Mandela (ANC). 
Steve Biko) ar~ imprisoned and 
killed-new protest groups developed ~ 
yearly. 
Dr. Jim Sulton, editor of Trans-
Afi:ica News, reported that ''students 
should recognize the recent fonnation 
of the United Democratic Front.'' This 
is ·an umbrella organizatiOn that unites 
South Africans that oppooe false con-
stitutional reform measures. 
According 10 Mafole, "we are all 
(Africans)· victims ofi racism and dis-
crimination, with a, common enemy.'' 
In order to help alleviate some of the 
oppression suffered by Black South 
AfriCans, Mafolc suggesa:d tbal stu-
dents and wort.en must ptomole cultu-
ral boycotts, cxpoae lplllheid, call 
''terrorists'' freedom fighrers and get 
involved in the fight f6rdiveshnent. He 
encouraaed students IO hold meetings 
and lecturt.• on the situation in South 
Afiic1 and iJ\ViU: liberation lcoden Jo 
,..... . 
Morale ldded that , .... Jocbotr 
1111111 come our to poiat oat tioot the Reos•~ Admini•IT•tlon ..,.11 •h>jt ;:;.1:,"lfu the 111C\lt ~Ill of ......,~ w~ ..,. ";IP Inta ••""'8 of 
• ...u W"Jllll o • r, , ~ 
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Drinkers make" • 
• 
debut at 'Mecca' 
• 
By KELLY MITCHELL-CLARK 
International Editor 
Reaffirming the African heritage of 
Black Americans is deeply woven into 
the very fabric of Howard University, 
the ''Mecca'' of Black Education. And 
in keeping with this tradition 'was the 
recent establisbment of the Howard 
chapter of the Palm Wine Drinkers 
Club, the ~;(gerian-based organiza-
tion.'s fir.,{ chapter in the United States. 
According to 'Chief· Johnathan Ad-
epoju, the Howard chapter or '' Illya 
Howard '' was established because 
''H~ward is the best Black university in 
the world. We know it will be accepted 
by the Blacks. And there are a IOI of 
Nigerian students here.'' 
The Palm Wine Drillers club was 
established in 1963 at the University of 
lfe in Nigeria. Adcpoju, who became a 
member at the Institute of Technology 
in Lagos or lllya Tccho, said the club 
was started to ex.press'traditional Afri-
can culture. 
"Before the advent of Europeans. 
Africans were ~scd to drinking palm 
Wine. The Eurbpcans brouglit their 
drinks with them and the Africans be-
gan drinking moJ:"e of t~Euiopcan 
drinks . So the Africans decided to en-
hance their cultural ricltness by 
capitalizing their drink as opposed to 
the European drinks." Adepoju said. 
But Adcpoju said club members or 
comrads ''don't drink to get in-
toxicated, just to show our love for this 
drink. When we start drinking we show 
our joy-we arc relaxed, having fun , 
telling jol<er-just being happy. 
·'We people gather together to show 
,.the ac;tivities that were taking place 
when our forefathen ·were drinking 
palm wine," Adepoju said, ''such as 
dancing, cultural activities. and the 
coronations of kings and chiefs.'' 
Tbc members hive ''gyrations''-
lhe coming together of comrado--
during whidl they drink the palm wine, 
wear their tnditlonal AfriCd aarb, 
speak in coded luiguage, and •111"" to 
African music. 
However, AdcpojlJ said this "is a 
very cliKiplire ~ chlb. When 'fdO dis-
obey, you.are r:'EblP" (tbronout). '' 
The Palm Wine Drintas Club is aloo 
hl&bly oraanized. The World 
Heldquartm 11e II the Univenity ot 
1fe wbeae the Nlligml Chief r=•"'' 1. 
Blection. of officel. is «JIMhl '" d .. 
nu•lly. ~ 
The club's motto-Unity 11 
Dlucit:llly lialllllltl a.1& w 11111 • 
tllbU t I djaot1"fl'lla I t. Ml J i\61-
can etUlc pwp1 IN r1plll11•••· 
JJ-wllo ii ia 62 It 
culture can join,·· Adepoju siad, ''even 
whites.'' 1be club also accepts women 
members which arc called ''opekc.'.:... 
The coded language in which the 
comrads speak to each other and some 
of the unusual spelling of these wQrdS 
represent the diversity Of cultures and 
languages of its members. Adepoju 
said, ''We don't want to be tied to 
grammatical norms.'' Once new mem-
bers are initiate-I, they learn the unique 
language and its meaning which is a 
combination of English and several 
African languages. 
Adepoju explained that instead of ·~ 
saying ''Hello'' or ''Hi," to each 
other. the comrads say ''You are car-
ried.•• He added, ''lbe club is fun.'' 
Club secretary B' Azuka Egun,, who 
became a member at the Lagos s-
Collcge of Scieocc and Technology or 
''lllya Lacost'' in Nigeria, -said that 
about 35 students on cimpus are in-
terested in becoming membcn, includ-
ing three Americans. Many arc arctµ-
tecture students like himself and Ad-
epoju. He said the American response 
is that ''They love it.•• ' 
Egun said, ''ever since I came here, 
I've been trying my best to start the 
club. Many Nip:rians are heie. Bbick 
students at Howilrd Univenity should 
be familiar with what's~ p>ing on at 
home .•• 
According to Egun, the Palm Wine 
Drinkers Cub ia "one of the larJ!est 
clubs in Nigeria. Several beads or stall' 
arc honorary mcmbers ._ (fellowses). 
Even thotlgb whites can jdln, Egun said 
he bad ''never seen any white ""'• 
hers .•• 
Adcpoju edr' c d dlar moll pofana 
at Nigerian colleges arc memben. 
General Oiu•aan ~.-the mili-
tary bead of &Jal< before the DOW de-
poied l\aidcat si,.liu Shapn, as Well 
u the popoll• African tllUliciltl Kins 
Sunny Ade, - fellowxs. 
In fact, E&IJll ,said that :·Hani-
RobiJlloa, the ...... ""die So f1DI el 
An:bitmwe ..,.,M I i .. , - -
gyr(ltklallldwc'mpi 1tt• rr;,'~•· 
fellow," lie addud tllllVloa · · lladlp, 
the vice cNig p aflll9dlpi1 · ..t:Clf 
achi&ccr e. ia st Is atP :w. 
Sor., j '],' ~111111 -
bll DOI b& lllla •.lio!I t 
ialM .. ,,.,...,, 1s•1rs 
in& r WI .. fir 1111 filirl: 
··Bat• g .... _ .. , ws 
... • 1111!1. ......,... ar«*-
r. · ·. ·· 11111r'' 
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REvIEW & OUTLOOK I 
0 
It's Your Choice 
A statewide telephone poll Cl) ll - cannol make up his mind about Jesse 
llucted b}'. University of New Ha111- Jackson . 
pshire political scientist David Moore. Washington Post columnist Richard 
and released Tuesday sho.wed that Cohen wrote on January 25. that his 
JJemocratic Presidenti a l l'andidatc Jes- n1id1,1,•es!ern mother- in-law and her 
!'C L. Jackson has m(l\•ed into th iril frie11ds will vote fo r Jackson because 
place in New Hampshire . '' J a1.· ksci n is the 'onl:Y candidate 
Moore polled 507 Democrats Billi In- articulating what is truly important to 
dependents and said that ··extensive her. He talks about the 1noral dimension 
111edia coverage'' was the reason for in nolitics ." 
·· Jackson. ·· Cohen continues. ·· bas Jackson's jump from one perl·e11t io 
e ight percent . But other data rerx::irted in · wl1at 1hey' want : a moral vision .·· One 
the :poll suggests that nicdia coverage \\'eek la ter, ho wever. Cohen wrote 
111ay in sonie ways actually h inder about what he thought was in1m9ral 
canditlafe Jackson . · about Jackson-his connections with 
The poll showed the four in JO_, llf the Arab League: ·· He has adapted the 
. ttiose polled wall' hed !he le levi scd de - all-purpose. n1orally vacuous rejoinder 
Pate between the 0c111ocratic l·andi - favored by politicians and business ex-
ecutives alike : if it is no t illegal. then it llates at Dartmouth College las1 n1<>nlh . 
is not in1moral . ·· " 
<. •f those \\'ho \\'atched the debate , 33 
f·lCrcent na111ed Jacks<>n as the candid<1te Despite press probi ngs into Jack-
son's fi nances and connections with the 
\Vho benefited n1ost . Thirty o ne percent Arab " 'orld. there are those who believe 
11 amed Walter Mondale and 13 percent 
it:itned John Glenn . that he has bee.n somehow s}\eltered 
Of those who leanl t:d of the debate fron1 n1edia criticisn1 . The NeW'Repub-
lic wrole on February 20: ·'One resi-
Jie n1 legacy of o ur racist past i ~ a wide -
spread fear of cri tic izing Black public 
figures and Black ins1i1u1ions lest one 
be accused of being racist . ·· TNR con-
_,inly from news accounts. 11 percc111 
·s;1id Jackson benefi!ed n1ost whil e 21 
f~rcent named Monda le a11d 11 JX'fl'Cnl 
11;.1mcd Glenn . 
The striking contr:1st bctwec11 1ht1se J 
\Vho fonned an {lpi11iu11 bascJ {J ll tl1eir 1ilnl11 eddby sayinJ_ 1hat Jac kso~Jas. be~n 
,1,vn infonnati1111 and th1Jsc who g;1111ed • ~ O\Ve ·2~c~or ~g 101 an T"!1 1 e ~~kt. de tl1eir infonnation second-hand is r1(1te- an uary os nge ~s imes. . 1 ~ 
nh •J 1· h lh lh g lO\'C trcat111ent from n val candidates \\.'O y. a,, qu .. :.':i io ns w e er c . f · 1 · · 111edia should j udge the candidate <ir let and an~ of a\mohs t entdt~e Y1 . ~ncntt-. ' h ' . f c.·al a tte nt ion ron1 t e me 1a. 1l1e voter decide 1or 1111scl . C . . 1 · · 1 'J J k 
, Of course the prin1 i11cdia ha\'C 1011,g nt1ca or ... 1incnt1ca . esse ac son 
\\•ill continue to receive media atten-hcen used as a forun1 tOr the exchan!?e 
ti(in . In the fi.nal analysis. the media 
.. •I" ideas and social c rilic i-;111. and pol ii 1-
t·:1! candida1es have nu t been i111111u11c 10 
tl1 at criticis1n . Certhinly Jesse Jac kso11 
l1:1s not been immune In critici s111 by the 
11:cdia both opposed and in fa\·or of t_1i.; 
l·andidacy . In facl . al least one \\'r1tcr 
" ' ill say what it pleases . But it is the 
car1did;1tc who n1u s1 speak for himse lf. 
and the indi vidua l American c itize n 
" 'ho n111st step into the voting booth and ~ 
pull 1hc le ver of his c ho ice . 
Grading Problems 
When one for tl1e l~ rs 1 ti111e v.•alks \\1itl1 I lo"''~d University . tra.ditional -
!l1ro ug h th e gates o1 Hl1w<1rd Uri - I)' pr1xlucir1g a g reat perce ntage of the 
'1 versity's law school he is taken;ihack ' Bl<1l·k L:1wvcrs in 1he United Sta tes !his 
''Y the beauty of thi s n1011astery for lc"gal ne'' ' gr.1d in-g rx::ilicy could possibly lead 
L·ducation . One gets a scholar! )· feeling 10 a (te·crcase of Blacks graduating from 
:rom the atmospl1erc . L a\\' School s. The grading pqlicy takes 
Howard 's _law SchlX)\ is i'not un like a drastic drift away fro rn the fa,c t 1hat 
1l1e typical laW schtx)I at· ross the t·oun - the Howard Univcrsi1y Law School 
try. students rush to c lass, to the library once was a place where able Black stu-
;'o r that la s t ··bri e r··. and to the dents could get a fair chance to earn a 
L'afeteria . For the li rsl year law stude111 J.O. :1s Opposed to culturall y biased 
1!1is routine scen1sa little hard to get u ~c \\'hite institutio ns . 
' 
11 1. This is your first day of law si.:houl W ith this kind of grading policy one 
;1 1ld already you are no1 sure yt1u " 'ill be l·oul d conc lude that the first year stu-
i1ack next se111estcr 1ir that )'tiu C\c11 dents would be in an uproar, but this is 
\.Vant to co111e back . 110 1 1he _
1
case. This is pro fe ss iona l 
You thought you \\'Crc Perry f\. 1 ~1 :-0 1 1. sc t1ool. 11ot undergrad . where o ne can 
tintil your first c lass. \\•l1cre you fou1~d spend the afternoon deba1ing the pro's 
1ut that si tting in lhc fro11t now 0 11 1)' and co n 's o f- grade normalizati o n . 
r11eant that ) 'OU would be the llrs1 to get There are cases 10 brief . n1emo·s 10 
•. n1barassed . But . prctt)' soon yoLi get \\'rite and buJ\ets to dodge . If one \\'tis 
tise to professors ca llil'Uf o n you in c lass f(>0Jish enpugh to spend his or her time 
.1 11d making you feel like Bozo tl1e worrying aboul the unfairness of the 
t·lown and yes. yc.iu e\·e n learn ho"' to rx::ilicy . they n1ay find themselves in that 
!1ricf cases under th ree pages . 30 perce nt . I 
One could poll the first year c lass on 
the fac ts about this plan to nonnal ize 
them and no~ get e nough infonnation ro 
fill a pen head . These are not apathetic 
studen1s , 1hey are just trying to keep 
fro111 beco111ing nom1alized . At one of 
the n1ajor r"".illies held last semester 
about grade nonnalization , no more 
than 30 percent of the students there 
were first year . 
·nie fi r.kt year of la w school at Ho-
\VJTd is no different !ban at other 1najor 
1nstitulio ns . Thi s )"Car that will change . 
l'CCause Howard has installed a ihew 
!!fading system . The change is c<tll ed 
· •grade nonnalization . ·· bu1 for n1any 
l loward first year students these words, 
,,.·ill nlCan farewell to the ir legal care-
Grade no rmal iza ti o n r11can'S that 
·:rades are given according to a pre-
.1rrangcd grading scale. where a pro-
icssor 111ust 1·ai l tlte ir quo1a of student s . 
'\ nyprol'"essor who docs not fail his per-
t.:entage n1u st report to the co111n1i ttec 
for a s tro ng reprimand . The botton1 10 
percent o f each c lass y,•ill receive a 
;;r.lde of 65 or lo we r. This in 110 " 'ay 
111eans th:tt your ac tual grade is 65 . but 
1t1a1 your 70 was tl1e lowest 70 i11 the 
• lass . 
• 
The reason for this was that the rally 
was held during c.:Jasi. time o r ran in10 
c lass time . and no first year student is 
foolj<;h enough to miss class . 
In last week's Hilltop the professor 
interviewed about the new policy said 
they were waiting on the results from 
the fi rst semester grades. The grades 
are in . Compute this. first yea/torts, a 
four credit class. nine failed in one sec-
tion. four in another and five in two 
o thers . 
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Dubois' Talented Tenth's 
I 
Current Chall.enge 
· The negro race, like all races. is going to be 
saved by its exceptiortal men. The problem 
of education , tMn , among Negr<N.s mwsl 
first of all deal with the Talented Tenth ; it is 
the problem of developing the be.st of this 
race that they may guide the Mass away 
from the contamirtation and death of the 
worst , in their own and other races. 
- W. E. B. DuBois 
This greatly misunderstood statement, 
uttered by W .E.B. Dubois 81 years ago, has 
been roundly criticized by many writcn 
since that time, as a{! elitisl and unrealistic 
doctrine, given class interest and psycholo-
gy . No where in his article, ''The Talented 
Tenth .·· from which this quotation is taken, 
does he atlcmpt 10 stralify society inlo the 
Aristocra1ic ln!elligentsia on the one hand. 
and the Common Rung of average in-
dividuals on the other, in such a way that his 
claim~ become value s1atemen1s of 
meaningful qualilative differences belween 
these two classes. Rather. his statements are 
!k"ientific---descriplive of what he takes to 
· be an objective and observable facl . 
He liberates Social Darwinism from the 
On Politics 
By GEORGE GARRJSSON 
First of.a two part .rerie.s 
abuse and corruption of would be racists. 
P.iore spec ifically . he is concerned with 
what he describes as a high frequency dis-
tribu1ion of intelligence across the racial 
spectnlm. in such a way !hat within each 
ethnic group can be found a high concentra-
tion of exceedingly intelligent and capable 
individuals in the upper Ten Percenler!i are 
individuals with diverse. diverging and 
01herwise highly contrasting backgrounds , 
socially. economically. poli1ically . 
philosophically . religiously . professional-
ly . etc . 
The Upper Ten Perccnters , in Dubois ' 
concepl ua \ framew or k , are those in-
dividuals who are naturally gifted wi[h in-
nate abilities and capacities. This means 
that the Upper Ten Percen1ers represent a 
f"?lt'n tial sub-class tha[ must be maximally 
activated and optimally aclualized. if i1s full 
contribution toward human emancipalion. 
elevation and progress is to be realized . The 
autht>ntic Upper Ten Percenters can be 
found in every comer of this nation, from 
1he streets and organi zations of the Inner 
City, the farms and fac1ories of rural Amer-
ica 10 the public offices and legislative bod-
ies, the medical and dental offices and ivory 
• 
-
towers of academia . 
Dubois has laid out for us very clearly tion . Our service in this regard , would be in whites thal there are certain elected and 
whit constitutes the inescapable behalf of the entire nation . All citizens in appointed offices in this government that 
responsibility for this class (Upper Ten Per-· this country have a duty to perfect this Afro-Americans are not qualified to hold. 
cenlCrs) . It seems fair to say that historically Democracy, and ttle greater our enlighten- The situation in the world today is criti-
they have not Jived up to their full polential men I, 1he greater is our responsibility . The cal . Nol only are we on the brink of 
as a group . Too much of the work of libcra- advantage of our total system, and the hope Annageddon, a nuclear catastrophe so wide 
tion has been undertaken by only a hand-full for our society, and perhaps the world, is tO in scope that the leading scientists of today 
of energclic, fearless , and dedicated in- bcfoundinthefaCtthatourpolilicalsystem are airced that the entire human species 
dividuals while an exceptionally greater 0i_•_e_x~p-'.e.ss_•_d_•_h,_o_u~g~h-•_c_o_•_•_•i.1u_1~io~•-•.l.-~coo,;.:.l:d.bc;.:.:'":i:h:il:••:cd.:;,· :bu:t~on;;;;,~fi~v:e~c~on;:;;•i;•e;";;:" proportion has benefited immensely from • • 
the labor, sacrifice, agony and often times 
death of these humble servants of the 
people . 
The critical times that we confront today 
have ·"tolled' ' the historical pica once 
again. The great problems facing this nation 
and the world, such as peaceful coexist-
ence. hunger, poverty , curable disease . di~­
location. crime, racism and imperialism, 
can nol be solved by lhe existing power 
enclave in this nation, as 1he his1orical roots 
of these problems can to a large degree, be 
traced back to it . One in our midst, once 
again, has riseO up to take on the awesome 
responsibility of not only finding the correct 
and humanitarian solutions to these not im-
possible problems, bu1 to convince bcith a 
hqstile, in some inslances, and generally 
apathetic or pessimistic public that he, out 
of all the current-candidates-including and 
especially the cncumbcnt-is the one that is 
solely needed . 
Everyone is needed at this critical ju-
ncture in history . especial!)' Dubois' au-
thentic Upper Ten Percenters- within 
which can be found the intelligentsia. All 
over America there is an insidious backlash , 
writhing like a feslering decubitus, which is 
not only thrca1ening the very life of this 
nalion but is interfering with the political 
process as well . Herc I speak of the caustic. 
ultra-conservative , deceplive. counter pro-
gressive and illogical newspaper columns, 
radio and television programs of individuals 
like George Will . Patrick Buc:han11an . Wil-
liam Buckley and James KilpaLrick'. \ 'e must 
bring to bear the full weight of c:Jr <academic 
training, economic and poli1ical resources. 
arli s lic lalents. civic influence and 
··rightous indignation ,·· upon the pre-
meditated attacks on Rev . Jesse Jackson 's 
character. the misrepresentation of hi s 
views, the specious arguments against his 
candidacy, the generation of fear in !he 
hearts and minds of Americlj.n public, and 
what appears to some as an overt conspiracy 
against his campaign . 
Rev . Jackson can not take the time out to 
a'nswer all lhese critics who, through their 
access 10 the media . is shaping the attitudes 
and opinions of lilerally millions of Amer-
icans . The in1elligentsia have !he skills to 
meel these political adversaries on I heir own 
grounds and expose the weaknesses of their 
positions. The intelligentsia should assume 
thi s respons ibility as a group contribution 
loward !he second emancipalion of this na-
We mus! bring lo bear the full weight of our academil; training, 
econornic and political resources, artistic talents, civic influence and 
"righteous indignation ·; upon the premedilaled altacks on Rev. 
Jesse Jackson 5 character . .. ,. 
Democracy based on the Lockean principles 
of popular sovereignty, representative gov-
ernment, separation of powen, equal pro- , 
tection under the law, libertarianism and 
• egalitatianism, among other things. 
This notion of popular sovereignty is fun-
damental to our fonn of government. It 
means that the people themselves are lhe 
ultimate source of political authority in this 
• 
coun1ry . Lincoln acknowledged this very 
fact in his famous Gcnysburg Address, 
when he referred to, '' this gOvcrnmcnt of 
the people , by the people, (and) for the 
people .. . '' Represcntalive government is 
simply -an expedient and practical way for 
the people lo express their will . Each citizen 
has a voice ; and collectively, each interest 
group and each racial or ethnic group have 
their voice also . 
When we consider the cultural legacy of 
each ethnic group in America ~e at once . 
find a cultural pluralism that is both rich in 
contenl and diverse in peculiarities. modes 
of thinking and value systems . 1be ad-
vantage of a democracy where cultural 
pluralism is affirmed, is that Civilization 
has its greatest potential for realization . 
Each iroup in a multifarious nation like 
the USA has its own peculiar insighl as to 
how we can accomplish the task of living 
together successfully in a state of peace, 
hannony , freedom, justice and equality . To 
suppress or disallow in any way the free 
expression of different ethnic groups is to 
cul the nation off from importanl insights 
and perhaps unique contributions that can 
be used in achieving humanitarian solutions 
for lhc critical problems facing us as a com-
mon people in this nation, and as fellow 
human beings on this planet. 
For 100 long the voice of Afro-Americans 
has not been heard or respected in this 
country .We have nol been equally and 
effectively included in the political process 
of this nation . The legacy of our emancipa-
tory period is characlerized by dis-
enfranchisement. under representation, in-
equality under the law and a deeply im-
bedded ani1udc among both Blacks and· 
• 
this nation is involved in conventional war-
fare at various levels of action . Further-
more. for the fLTSt time in ,history . 1he sci-
ence and technology and industrial capabil-
ity exi.st to feed, clothe and shelter every 
human being, and to eradicale all curable 
diseases on the face of the plane!. Ad-
ditionally , we have before us effective 
alternatives which, if chosen, would pre-
serve the delicate eological system which 
supports life on this plane! . Bui in each 
case , inslead of elimination, we find the 
problem becoming inlensified and growing . 
It is time that another voice be ~ard . We 
must interject our voice into the crucial dis-
cussions that arc deciding not only the fa1e 
of this country but the destiny of the world 
as a Nhole . We can not do this frtirii"a 
position of weakness and inferiority . We 
must take up the reigns of leadership in this 
country and bring to it a moral conscience 
which will concern itself with whal is 
ethically appropriate with regard to the ac-
1ions of government . We must bring a well 
developed and sensitive consciousness of 
the problems facing human beings. and the 
method of meeting their basic needs . We 
must bring an aulhentic will for peace, 
friendship and tolerance of the self-
detennination of others. Above all we 
must bring ~ enlightened perception 
that as human beings we are felow travellers 
on a space ship with limi1ed resources 
which must be protected and shared. 
Our mission as people of African descent 
in this counlry, is nol only to liberate 
ourselves from all fonns of oppression and 
to assist othen in achieving the same goal. 
but what is perhaps primary, we have the 
crucial and urgent task of civilizing this 
nation . And because of our cultural im-
prcratives, we are especially suited for this 
task. 
George Garriso11 teachn in tlll! 
Philosophy Depamnent at flolW!'d 
Univenity. 
... -... -. - -
The ,Growing Impact of The Hispanic Vote 
Hispanics have played an integral part in 
the American poli1ical process for over 150 
years . The firs I Hispanic e lected to the U.S . 
Congress Was Joseph Marion Hernandez 
(Whig-Fla .) who served as a delegale in lhe 
House of Represenlatives from 1822 to 
1823. Since then . scores of other Hispanic 
leaden have served in all levels of U .S. 
government . There are curren1ly 11 Hispan-
ic members of Congress----the largest num-
ber ever to serve on the Congressional 
Hispanic Caucus. Since the passage of the 
1964 Voting Righls Act there has been an 
increasing political activism within the 
Hispanic community . Bee.ruse of a growjng 
national awareness of !he impact of the 
On Voting · 
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Hispanic vote , candidates preparing for the 
I 984 presidential elcclion are making sure 
that they reach this vital if not crucial con-
stituency . 
Before the 1980 Populalion Census, in-
fonnation on the Hispanic population barely 
existed . In 1978, Congressman Robert Gar-
cia, chainnan of the Subcommittee on Cen-
sus and Population, inlroduced Jegisla1ion 
to require that a Spanish origins question be 
placed on the 1980 Census. As a result of 
this question, researchers and demograph-
ers have been able to compile significant 
da~ on the characteristics of Hispanics in 
America. According to the Census report. 
there are 14.6ntillion Americans of Spanish 
origin . Eighty-five percent of them arc con-
ccnttatcd in nine swes; California. Texas, 
and New York ranking in lhelop lhree; fol-
lowed by Florida, New Mexico. lllinios. 
Arizona , Colorado. and New Jersey. By !he 
year 2000, the Hispanic population will be 
the larges! minority group in America. 
Polilical leaders are paying close atten-
tion to the fa.els and figures . There are 57 
Congressional disaicls wilh a Hispanic pop-
. ulation of 15 percent or more . As of Novem-
ber 1982, 8, 765 ,000 Latinos were eligible 
to vote . The nine states containing the bulk 
of the Hispanic population total 193 of the 
538 elecloral vo1cs---making this e1hnic 
bloc a crucial variable in the upcoming elce-
tion . The political consequences of thi ~ 
clus1cring are enormous. The presidential 
candidates are well aware of this and an 
taking full advantage of their opportunitie~ 
to reach this poteittially crucial swing vote . 
The Hispanic vole may well make the dif-
ference between victory and defeat . 
Voting figures for Hispanics in the 1976 
and 1980 elections show an:· increase in the 
number of registered volers as well as a 30 
percent increase in voter turnout . · 
Registered 
Turnout 
1976 1980 
2.6"6.090 3.426.900 
1,820,580 2,172.7 11 
This increase is due, iR pan, to the several 
hundred registration drives un\'.iertaken 
throughou1 the country . According to Beny 
Baca , director of the Division of Hispanic 
Affairs of the Democratic National Com-
mittee, voter registration drives are 
spearheaded in three regions of the country : 
the Southwest, the Midwest, and the North-
east (mostly New York and New Jersey) . 
'The goal of the Southwest Voter Registra-
tion Education Projccl is to regisler one mil-
lion Hispanics for the upcoming primaries 
and for the November 1984 election . Voter 
registration means a voice for the Hispanic 
communily and a means of achieving politi-
cal power in this counuy. 
The 1982 election produced the larges! 
number of Hispanic officials in Congress. 
Nine House of Representatives members of 
Spanish origin were sworn in on January of 
1983; fjve returning from previous terms 
and four new memben from California, 
Texas . and New Mexico . Toney Anaya was 
also elected in 1982 as governor of New 
Mexico. He is currently the highest ranking 
Hispanic elected official in the United 
Stales. 
Voting Patterns 
The voting patterns of the four distinct 
Hispanic groups show varying interests . 
Mexican-Americans concentrated largely in 
' California and the southwestern states make 
up 59.8 percent of the Hispanic popula1ion 
and have traditionally voted Democratic . 
Pucno Ricans, coricentraled in New Yorlc, 
comprise 13.8 percent of the Hispanic pop-
ulation and also vote Democratic . Cubans , 
concentrated in Miami (the second largest 
Cuban cily after Havana) account for 5.5 
percent of the Hispanic community . Cuban-
Amcricaiis arc the most conservative of 
Hispanic groups and traditionally vote Re-
publican . The fourth group covers persons 
from 16 other Spanish-speaking Latin 
American countries and Spain:. 
S1atis1ics revealed at the; Republican 
National Hispanic Assembly, an ann of the 
Republican National Committee, show that 
President Reagan canicd more than 30 per-
cent of the Hispanic vote in 1980-better 
than any Republican presidential candidate 
since World War U. Al~oughatthis writing 
President Reagan has not formally an-
nounced his decision to run for a second 
tenn, his campaign is well under way . 
1be Reagan campaign is focusing on the 
family . the economy. and job opportunities , 
which arc seen as issues of concern 10 His-
panics . The Reagan admini stralion has 
taken a strong stand orfstrengthcnin& family 
tics and views mallers like school prayer 
and abortion as mutual meeting grounds 
with Hispanics . With low i'llflation figures 
and unemployment figures on the decline. 
the campaign is emphasizing Reagan 's 
effort in improving the economy. Accord-
ing to RNHA, Reagan has appointed over 
100 Hispanics to subcabinet-level jobs as 
well as several top cabinet-level positions, 
including the recent appointmeht of Kather-
ine Ortega as Treasurer of the Uni led States . 
The Hispanic Affairs division of the DNC 
is also busy providing the Democratic pre-
sidential candidates with assis1ance on 
Hispanic outreach programs, staffing, and 
issue identification . lbeir fund-raising ac-
tivities include the Hispanic Campaign 
Fund, which will tty to raise $50.000forlhe 
1984 election, and a Victory Fund Dinner 
that will raise money from the Hispanic 
community for the party's candidate for 
president . They have been working for 
almost a year on· increasing the number of 
Hispanic convention delegates and assuring 
Hispanic input at every phase of convention 
planning and activity . 
For the fu-st time ever, prcsidenlial cam-
paigns are making a definitive effon to 
reach out to the Hispanic community . The 
1984 presidential election will be major 
turning point for Hispanics and minorities in 
the American political process. 
Swsan K. He"tra is kgislativt director 
of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus. 
Editor's note: This article waS reprinted .. 
from the February issue of American Poli-
tics Vol . I, No. 4. 
Racism Still Exists Inside U~S. , Politics 
Las! year I travelled lo Boston lo speak 
for Mel King's inayoral campaign . King' s 
subsequent defeat by white candidate Ray 
FlyM reveals the inherent racism inside 
U.S . poli1ics, and tells us why it is so 
difficult to obtain pro~ressive change in this 
count r 'II . 
f~ 
The Grassrooff' 
By MANNING MAJWU: 
Mel King tw a very rich hi5tory of pro-
gressive work within multi-racial move-
ments in Boston . For four years, he was 
Executive Director of the Urban Leapc of 
Qritn&er BOllon. From 1973 to 1982, King 
was the State llepraentativc of Bolton's 
Bl1ek community, Roxbury. and for other 
DlOltly white neighborhoods . Kina is an un-
abuhed socialist, and in fact bid reliPed . 
' 
from thc Dcmocralic Party because of its 
~servativc pglicies . 
In 1979' s mayoral race, King came in 
third with 15 percent of the vote. This time 
around he came in tied for first in the fLTSt 
race, and fmishcd with over JS pci'cent of 
the vote in the nan-off. I'd like to see any 
white candidate with Mel's socialist creden-
tials nm for mayor of any major U.S. cicy 
and obtain over a third of the vote. Thus, in 
the sense that Mel's mnnina helped to in-
.,.... !he Black. Asiu and Latino elector· 
ate, and that i\ forced the cvcotual winner 
Ray Rynn to take many po&irions similar to 
King's, the race we!i a real success . 
Why did Mt\Kirtg lose the general elec-
tion? T'hoo.:sands 01· white li!"':erals anJ pro-
gressives who share bis politics cas;iiulated 
to Ftynn, a candid* who taaa; rus1 ~·e· 
promiDem as an anti-busing leader. When 
' boCh were. serviDa coacurren1 terms in die 
- Ieplaluro, Fl)'11D hid voted )'fl for 
reestaNilhina cbc death penall:· for the 
limilatioa ofabortionripts. and tc.,• corpor: 
al pa1niahmcm iD 1e""i<Mi, wtwe K.iq bid 
voted no. Aynn opposed handgun registra-
tion, taxing landlords for violations of the 
housing code, prohibiting sexual Jft:fcrtnce 
discrimination by the state, and incrase in 
state environmental ~- To be fair to 
FlyM, ib the past six years he made ·a 
measurable shift to the libnl-left, priocipa.!-
ly on brcad-and·butter issues . 
But Aynn tended to skin the term ··rac-
ism' ' in his campaian, declaring dtll ''cco-
nomic discrimination'' is the real problem. 
and !hat ii affects poor - people in Rox· 
bury. The - ollowed Flynn IO piclc up 
the votes of the constituency of a J•1 es 1 
Kelly, of the racist South Bostoa lnfonna-
tion Cenier, while holding !he llleli•I"' of 
most white liberals. 
HowcYCt, an aoalysisof peabi:r BOiton's 
campaign ' labor market 1eves1• lbe r lJa 
that , thousands of Blacta and Hi'f?s;., 
viewed Mel Kin&'s ca'"P'iP • a •Wfi-
cant baale qaiml ncism. 22.3 pea Er of 
. " all Bi.ct worUn iD Bo11a11 are foe!ld m 
low-peyiD& wicl jobl, c••14wed ID cmly" 
8. 7 paccucoftbe w'll 1¥.rorfolce. A•w•• 
tw~thU9S of all Bbck .workers (64.2 per-
cent) arc in either iervicc, unskilled, semi- , 
stilled, or clerical jobs. Conversely, 38.3 
percent of whites and only 19. 7 pe1cent of 
Bl1ek employees are either managers. pro-
fessionals or technicians. Side by side. two 
distinct political economics Cxist in the city 
of Boston; an,,...,. •paid labor market for the 
poor and racial minorities, and a labor 111111"-
ket of the white, upwudly mobile mMldle· 
to-Opper classes . 11U1 is the root CA1 1SC of 
the l'ICist rbeloric. the anti-buaiq JXilc ''" 
of lbe tu:c:UI pal, ad cbe rqullr oudiGi ilS 
of nicist-motivaled wiakar:e 11aillt pecllile 
of color. WbiCe ''libcnb'' wbo C<di'P'C to 
~ the role ol ..:ism u the key far 
•mde• •trtdina lhe rile oflbc ..... will ..... 
~r be able IO dewlap oqoins, P.iw it 'etl 
liakl Y(.itb .. Blact lllO'WQ l for eq 'ity 
and self. 7 . ... 
i&~.~w:•:·~·~..,:~w:•:,,~,,~·:·:·~·:•·:·~,~·~·~·=4' :..m·ao • C~a'a U.t:a.,. '"l'za 
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, Q 1. 
~ 
Have you registered to vote in your home state and do you intend to vote 
absentee'? And why? 
Q2. Howard University spends roughly $200,000 for the shuttle bus service. What 
do you think about the shuttle bus service? Do you think you are getting your 
' 
Name: Sandra Denise Evans 
Major: Zoology Name: David Wynn Major: Marketing 
Hometown: Darlington. South 
Carolina 
Classification: Senior 
Hometown: Cherry Hill, New 
Jersey 
Classification: Senior 
l.l I Yr:s. I a111registered10 vote in n1y 
ho111ctu\1.'11 state . I Would like to 
, v11tc :1b.;entce but infon11ation is 
11 l1T readil)' ::1vailable ((l Hllward 
~ 1t1dt•11t ~ 1111 how to .vole abse11tee . 
QI . Yt>s. I a1n regi stered to vdt~ in my 
.[ homelown and I do plan 10 vole 
~absentee . I feel it is important for 
.J!I Blacks to vote in order for us to 
progre!'s as a whole . Some people 
feel like n1y vote won :t reall y 
count but all votes are important. 
I 
<..) ! I 1hi11k 1t1e shuttle hus serv ice is 
hcr1 l~ fi1.: i ;1I fl)r 1hc student s who 
live off campus , although there 
;trl' so111e negative attributt· :-.. The 
~l1l1tt lc htJ'i service is no1 depend-
;1h!t· S1.1r11cti1ne" the buses are not 
1.111 -.t· hedul c. therel·ore causing 
:.tuden1.; to be la1e for their classes . 
111 vie " · ll f 1he con1petence of the 
hu !> scrvii.:e provided . the shutlle 
hus ~cr,· i i.:c should be much more 
Q2 . The bus service is only gbod dur-
ing off peak hours when the buses 
are nol really crowded . The shut -
tle bus keeps me from walking or 
catc hing the melro . I definilely 
feel the Howard community is get-
ting their n1oneys worth from lhe 
bus service . 
' 
! 
cffil·ie11t ti.ir the price Y.'e pay. Ho-
\V:1rJ Un1v~rsity spends roughly 
S2tlC.l .lXXl and the !'en-' ice is just 
1111[ \~Ortll ii . 
HowARd TltE BisoN 
WHOEVER THOUGHT 
WRITING COULD BE~ FINE? 
• 
• 
'• ITg FINE 
WtTHME. 
=",EXIRA 
FINE W1TH 
ME.,_.,, 
If you 
love fine writ-
. 1ng, now you 
can choose be-
tween two Precise 
Rolling Boll pens thot 
write so fine yet flow so 
smoothly you' ll wonder 
how we made it possible. 
' 
Only The Precise allows 
you to write beautifully in either 
fine point or extra fine point. 
The price is even finer. Only $1.19 . . ,1 
PILOT PRECISE ROLLING. BALL PENS. 
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE. 
[PILOT}~~Bgise 
' 
'i 
' 
' 
money's worth? · 
Name: Wanda Joy Urquhart 
Major: Zoology 
HometQwn: Milwaukee, Wis-
• 
cons1n 
Classification: Senior 
QI . Yes. I have registered to vote in 
Wisconsin . I inlend to vote absen-
tee because I feel it is exceedingly 
cri1ical that we as Black students 
take the extra effort in obtaining 
absentee ballots · in order that our 
represenlation is maximized . Vot-
ing as a resident of Wisconsin . 
would be more significant in an 
effectual change that if I registered 
lo vote in the District of Colu111-
bia . 
• 
' 
• 
Name: Vanessa Torian 
Major: Public Relations 
Hometown: lndianap'olis, In-
diana 
Classification: Senior 
QI . Ye:- I have registered 10 vote in my 
hometown. and yes I do in.lend.to 
vote absentee because n1y vote can 
n1ake the difference between 1he 
negati ve and posi1ivc forces in the 
Black com111unity . Our forefath · 
ers suffered a great deal for us to 
exercise our right to vote. and I an1 
going to use my rig hi ! 
Q2 . I think 1he shuttle bus service is an 
excellent idea for the studenls liv-
ing in off campus donns . The serv · 
ice. however. is not t·Onducive to 
many of· the students needs and 
sc hedules . The service needs 
reorganiza1ion and new sc hedul-
ing . I am fll)t getti11g n1y monC)'S 
' 
• 
• 
Name: Vernon Eudell,, II 
Major:. Computer Based In· 
formation System 
Hometown: Syracuse, New 
York 
Classification: Sophomore 
QI . Yes. I registered to vote in my 
home state. and I do intend to vote 
by absentee because it is my right 
and my duty as an American 
citizen . 
. . 
Q2. As a student' who lives in off cam-
pus housing, I think that the shut-
tle bus serv ice is needed and I real-
ly do appreciate it. However, I do 
not feel lhat we as students are 
getting our moneys worth simply 
because the shuttle tends Jo be late · 
or sometimes the shuttle bus does 
not even come. 
\ 
i 
i • 
• 
Name: Kenyatta Slade 
Major: Microbiology 
Hometown: Cwnberland, Vir-
ginia · 
Classification: Sophomore 
QI . I feel it is essenlial for people to 
exercise right to vote; it is es-
pecially important for young 
Blacks. ThC vote is the most effec-
tive tool with which a person can 
influence society. That is why I 
have registered in my hometown 
and will vote absentee . 
Q2. The ~huttle bus is a necessity for 
students _who live off campus. It is 
their main mode of transportation 
to and from campus. lberefore it 
should be rt:liable and prompt. It 
docs run into problems along the 
route but basically I'm satisfied 
with the service it provides. 
Q2 . lffiplementing the shuttle bus serv-
ice was goOO. intentioned. howev-
er I 1hink more dire c t routes 
should be taken in order lhat 
traveling tin1e n1ay be minimized . 
A student in making two full trips 
. during the course of a day may 
wonh . ~~~,.....-:::-"'."'.' __ ,.....~~~--:~-:-~,,.,,,--:~,.....~~~~ 
Sound Ott Photography by Michele Jeffries 
• 
· spend two hours simpi)' in travel . 
The buses are frequently over-
crowded and seldon1 run on 
scheul e . 
• 
• 
HE'S A BIG-CITY KID IN A SMALL TOWN WORLD. 
HE'S GOING TO LIVE BY HIS OWN RULES, 
EVEN IF HE HAS TO BREAK EVERY Ot~E Of THEIRS. 
PARA~! PCTURES PRESENTS A CJlNIEL ITIELNICK PIUJUCl~ 
A ICASEAT ROSS flffi·FOOTLOOSE·llEm EHCJ.t·L~ SN;EA 
DflNNE WEST AND ID!N UTHGOWI ·EXECUTIVE PIUJUCER 
DFNEL ITRN(K·WAITTEN BY DERN PilCtflHJ·l'lllJlll'll BY 
LEWIS I AR:lill. fNl UR; ZRlllN·IHCT81 BY IERiiR! ROSS 
fllll TIE Pl1'13Ba.. A011 'MWl!I! IDJIS·CIAtGNI. nrnot Peil.ff 
SUHJTFHll RlllTl ~ [Jll.llBA AEClRIS fNl CRSSETTES ...-,. jiQ-- I iOilD!!!. . R PtAllD.NT PCTlff~: ~ -""·---1 .. au<; .. 3 . ~~ .. · · -~ -~- - ··- •· '- ... 
. -
STARTS RIDAY, FEBAUAR\117111 AT A THEATRE ll&AR 'IOU. 
• 
• 
• 
S 11\l OTl-\S'fa WOR.i>S 
'(ou're rere .for™ 1.1.X)rN!.I\. 
EXACTLY. 
THE STANFORD MBA 
Is IT RIGHT FOR You? 
Tl1e Sta11ford MBA Proiram ca11 shape "the rest of your life 
and build a foundation for a successful management career. 
The School strongly seeks and encourages applications from 
minorities and women. 
Let us send you information on our Program . Please contact: 
·Henry Villar~al 
Assistant C ·ec"tor of Minority Admissi?ns 
Graduate SL1 1ool of Business \ 
Stanford, California 94305 
(415 1 497·276!i 
...... . ~ ................................ : .... . ... . 
Please send me the following information : 
0 Application I MBA Program Materials 
0 .~·li,10,·it;1 Persp£•c:tit •es o'l tJJe MBA 
Nar11e -----------~----------
Atltlrcs~ --------------'----'-----
• 
(I!\ ! Sla te ---------------------
Ct )l!C~l· / l " 11i\" CTS l l\' ---------~--------
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Dance Theatre of Harlem 
• 
• excites Kennedy Center 
By KARYN D. COLLINS 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
The Dance Theatre of Harlem is 
currently undergoing a great period of_ 
expcritnentation and &rowth as dis-
played i11 their current engagement at 
the Kennedy Center (Feb. 14- 19). And 
tht: goals of director Arthur Mitchell. of 
building a solid repertoire, are being 
reached . . J 
With experimentation there are. of 
course, some failures. But DTH has 
111adc a good start in building their re-
pertoire Y"itlt wdrks like ''Streetcar 
N~1med Desire.'· ··Banda.·' ·'Fire-
bird. '' ''Fall River Legend.' ' ··swan 
L1ke." and ''Dougla," the last four 
bt.•i·ng performed during this year's 
Kc11ned)' Cen1er engagement. 
l 'he Tuesday night performance. one 
of two programs DTH will alternate 1 
during the week. ' 'Shapes of Eve-
ning." ''Le Corsaire Ps de Deux." 
' ' Fall River Legend." and ''Firebird. " 
'\\'CO:: presented. This mixed bill pro-
vided a good look at the strengths and 
" 'eaknesses of DTH as 'it moves 
towards building a solid repe11oire . 
·rhe highlight of the evening was 
Agnes De Mille's ''Fall River 
Legend," based on the Lizzie Horden 
case. Virginia Johnson as Lizzie, was 
dynaniic . Through Johnson. Lizzie be-
can1e a n1ul1i-din1c:nsional character. 
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not just some crazed figure with an axe . 
Johnson drew the audience, as well as 
the other da11cers. into sharing her fear 
and anguish in killing her stepmother 
and father. • 
• · Firebird .' • another strong addition 
to the DTH repenoire, is the finest pro-
duction of thi s ballet being performed 
todiy, surpassing even the muqh lauded 
New York City Ballet production of 
''firebird." Stephanie Dabney is the 
fiery, mystical Firebird personified, 
and Donald \Villiams is a channing 
Prince Igor. The breathtaking colors of 
the Geoffrey Holder sets and costumes 
are sufficient alone to compel one to go 
see the o·rH production of ''Firebird . ·· 
DTH has also restaged some sections of 
the ballet since last year. giving these 
seclions a cleaner. niore nuicl( appear-
ance . 
Judy Tyrus is one of·thc ma11y up and 
coming artis1s of DTH. Lasl year we 
were in1roduc1ed to her lhrough her 
appearances in ''Gradua1ion B~ll. ·• and 
··square Dance, ·· 1wo
0
balle1s in which 
·She showed great poten1ial. Ah1! What a 
dit.ference a year makes . Tyru~ has be-
gun to reach thal potential and the re-
. suits itre breathtaking. Her technique, 
which was a lit1le shaky last year has 
stabilized to the point where Tyrus is 
now perfeL·tly capable of pc.forming 
' 
• 
• 
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Millicent Hodge 
Hodge finds amazament 
world-wide voyage • lil 
By SONY A 1'ENNELL 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
me . 
Millicent recalled her most ·fascinat-
ing memories as being of the Pyramids 
in Egypt, the Taj Mahal in India, and 
the Night Market and Snake ~lley in 
How many times have you dreamed India . I 
of going around the world and seeing Millicent also talked · about her 
places such as Japan , Taiwan, South amazement at the diffcrericc between 
Korea, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, Peoples what she was taught while growing up 
Republic of China, India, Indonesia, as compared to the things she saw. 
M
Egypt, l~rael, Turkey, Greece and ··1 remember as a child bei111g given 
orocco . th · · h · I d. M.lli Hod H ard u . - e 1mpress1on t at no one 1s a 1a cats 
. 1 ~nt ge, a ow niver- · meat . In fact there are people who eat 
s1ty sen tor, has always dreamed of beef ·n lac h N Delh. A 
· · · th 1 d 1 1 p es sue as cw 1, gra vheisttding oscfi alplaces an ast semester and Bomba}'. There actual ly were 
r ream 1n y came true. I 1· · · 
'. M·11 · - · · tcd · the Se many peop e 1v1ng 111 the streets, but i- ·1 Stcent paructpa 1~--..a b me~ that is something you can find in any 
ter at ea program, SJX>n~a.i Y major US c·t '' 
Institute o f Shipboard Education and Las · · 1 Y · . . , 
lh U · · f Pi b h t semester was not M1ll1ccnt s e n1ven1ty o tts urg . fi · · · · ~ · i·-• Th. 
N I d .d M.11. H 1rst tame v1s1t1ng 1ore1gn lllwS. is ~t~n. y 1 . 1 btcen~~sent o- past summer Millicent lived in Norway 
war nivenity • ut s so_ repre- and Switzerland while panicioating in 
sented Bl~ck .students all o~er the coun- the International Summer sctk:,1 ro-
try by being the only Black student out gram P 
of 699 student panicipants . I · ·dd . · · 
M ' ll ' ·d he . bee n a 1t1on to these accomplish-1 1cent sai s sometimes ame mcnts, Millicent is a member of the 
very lonely because there were no other Liberal Arts Honors Program; the 1984 
Black students on the voyage . ''Wh • Wh .. Ph. B 18 K H 
rd. M·11· · f o s o; 1 c appa onor Acco 1ng to t tcent, 1n many o s · t . 1982 83 d · ·de 
the places they toured:, the people had . oc1e y, - secon v1~e prest nt 
A · Bl k of Alpha chapter, Delta Sigma Theta 
· 'lCVer seen an mencan ac woman. s · Ab H · E · -
"So ·-• to 1 h othe oror1ty; ram arr1s conom1c me wan~ ouc me n S · p 1. · 1 S · H __ ,.._ -··-1 _..a ' __ ..a oc1ety j o 1t1ca c1cnce onor "~ .. ~ -vlllCef, """' -·~ Soc. ·Pis· AI-"· and the frightened, but for !W-most put many ·~ • •gma. ,_; . e.:o-
- -·-~ . . . _ OOIDJCS honor SOCICty, 0mlCl'OD Delta 
such bravura pas de deux as in Tuesday 
night 's ··1e Corsaire Pas de Deux. '' 
A pas de deux like ··cors'aire'' calls 
for just about every trick in the book, so 
to speak, including steely balances on 
pointe, multiple pirouette and fouettc 
tum combinations, and breathtaking 
lifts and throws . Tyrus, together with 
Eddie Shellman as her slave, certainly 
showed themselves equal to all that 
''Corsaire'' demanded, despite the 
slow ·and heavy tempos of conductor 
Patrick Flynn. Tyrus and Shellman's 
presentation could use a little more 
spark and flair, but other than this, the 
pas de deux worked well for both danc-
er>. 
The one disappointment of the eve-
ning was ''Shapes of Evening," a bal-
let for six based on the thematically thin 
premise of the opening and closing of a 
flower. DTH did the most they could 
with this ballet. Special attention was 
paid to the port de bras to emphasize the 
opening and closing movements of hte 
flower. but the piece didn't challenge 
the dancers or audience technically or 
thematically . As I sa'.id before, with ex-
perimentation, you win some and you 
lose some. and ··shapes of Evening'' 
was a definite loss . Still, overall, DTH 
is on its way to achieving an exciting 
and demanding repertoire for its future . 
r 
Jazz delights 
• 
by MICHAEL GLENN 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
Besides seeing a Darth Vader outfit 
and bullfrog cheeks, you would have 
heard some great supporting blend wilh 
sweet chords of harmony when the Bil~ 
ly Harper Quintet. built · up a. wpnh.t' 
while :;weat a~ the Skyline Ian : in .. 
Sothwcst Washington, last Sunday. ~ ... 
Standing tall , dressed in black froln 
nec.k to toe with a long cape-vest. was 
tenor saxophinist Billy Harper . 
sbow was reidy for the birds . Billy 
Harper. the so-called '' M.C." of the 
show did not seem too sure 1\'f what his 
group shou ld have playej!. and he 
called out the chosen tunes 011 tl1e spur 
of the moment . 
-· Although J}illX is an excellen1 sax-
ophonist, a good M.C. he's not . He was 
so boring that quietness itself could not 
have matched the emptyness in the, 
room when he was talking . Further· 
more, the group took a 36 minute break 
which was too long. Billy powered his silver horn to the 
point iof portraying different feelings 
from 111ellow to rough, and beyond. 
His bebop licks heavily resembled 
the style of Charlie ''Bird'' Parker, a 
great saxophonist from bebop era when 
he intensely played the rough notes. 
The show was very slow getting 
started as it began almost an hour late . 
due to technical difficulties , and the 
fITTt few notes the group played could 
have used not only some heat , but some 
sparks to get started . 
Once the group got the roll, drummer 
New i1an Taylor Baker became the 
dominant force with his well-timed 
rhythm and excellent ways of playing 
which he applied to the IJ»!Sic thus per-
formed. Newman's drum beating 
showed tons of talent, and his endur-
ance could have earned him a gold 
medal . 
When trumpeter Eddie Allen had the 
floor, his clarity was quite pleasing to 
the ear. Eddie's high notes reached the 
sky and made safe landings on the way 
back down . His temporarily bloated 
checks kept the notes in tune as well as 
in good volume. 
Pianist Francesca Tanksley had her 
fingers doing a waltz to the tunes, up 
and down the keys . Her chords were 
very much on the one, and her solos 
reflected sVl:lrkling suslains- these 
were signs of a gifted musician at work . 
A Howard University alumus. never 
to be forgotten is bassist Clarence Seay. 
who came out with a couple of free-
styled solos and supported the back-
ground with booming sounds of high 
and low. which was surely enough to 
make your ears wiggle from approval. 
On an imaginary ride through the 
Orient, the group played ''Soran Bushi 
Bh, '' a Japanese compostion the group 
adapted with a cultural navor . The 
sound from the gong blended with the 
bug mute on Eddie's horn , and could 
have made yolf'want to pack your bags 
and ny East on one·way ticket. This 
unique piece was beautifully performed 
and positively recieved by the audi· 
ence. 
The groups music was very pleasant, 
but the overall disorganization of tbe 
Musically speaking, this nearly four 
hour show was somewhat a consider-
able treat for the jazz enthuiasist, an·d 
the quintet's music also included a few 
,natural spices for a home recipe-
clarity, technique , and navor. 
Fashion 
Canadian bom Marianne Skanks said 
ttiat she wants to inspire young people 
through the arts. Skanks came to the 
metropolitait area to teach at the Ho· 
ward University Children's Theatre . 
On February 24 at Cramton Au-
ditorium at 8:30 Skanks and Co. will 
make it's debut in the area. Skanks and 
Company is a combination of fashion. 
• <!r11ce, and music . Marianne said that 
' the show will feature African dances, 
also there will be an inspirational por-
tion where she will share how she over-
/ came lupes. Lupes is an acute type of 
I 
arthritis that cripples some people . 
The show will feature local talents 
such as J. Miller and Leon Harris of 
"'Akin'', Edwaid Burke of Burk-o· 
Wits and a host of others. Also two 
designers from Canada will be fea-
tured. Special guest include the Charlie 
Hampton Trio, Lavonia Perryman 
Faifax will be the M .C. 
The show is being co-produced by 
Mike Howell of Howell Limousine 
Service and S(>O!lSOrcd by Soft-Sheen 
products . Skanks promises a spectacu-
lar event . 
-Bridgette A. Lacy 
. . . . . 
Illnce llieatre Of Harlem 
I 
Howard student named 
0.eITy Blossom Princess 
' By LONNIE I. MOORE 
Special to the Hilltop State Societies established the Pageant and run the overall festival with each 
The stars will shine on Amy Johnson state having a CotT)mittee and selecting 
on March 29 when the Mayor's office a pnncess . 
·will officially announce the 20-year-old Many of the original trees presently 
student as Cherry Blossom Princess line the Tidal Basin, approximately 650 
1984. · Cherry Trees, 90 percent of these are 
Johnson is a Spanish Linguistics ma- . Yoshino and 10 percent Akebono, 
jor and Math minor at Howard Univer- which have single, pale-pink blossoms.: 
sity . She said that her strong self- The Yoshino and '6.kebono varieties 
identity, outgoing qualities and family bloom at the same time and are among 
support are what motivated her to enter the earliest in Spring. Togclhcr they 
the contest. Being the daughter of Mr. provide a beautiful setting for the state-
& Mrs. Paul C. Johnson Ill, and mak- ly Thomas Jefferson Memorial . 
ing up the sixth generation of Johnsons, 1be Cherry Blossom FestivaJ is the 
Amy wanted to gain the chance to largest and oldest festival of its type in 
represent the District. •• After all, my the Metropolitan Washington area. It .is 
family are native Washingtonians,'' sp:>nsored by the Downtown Jaycees 
and Johnson with a radiant smile. and the National Park Service. Janett 
She said her excitement will be the Martin says that Amy Johnson has a 
opportunity to attend all Cherry Blos- quality of human endeavor and can 
som activities during the week of April represent the city with the maturity and 
1-7 as the •'Princess.•• ·'This is an hon- respect that is needed. ··You can Sit 
or ... D .C. is beautiful, this provides down and talk with Amy, and get a con-
me with exposure and the practice of versation that you wpuld DOI expect 
being in the limelight while learning to from a 20-year-old, '' says Manin . 
handle impromptu occUQCnces. •• con- Some of the highlights of the week 
tinued Johnson. Being raised by soci- will include honorary events for 1.the 
able parents who have instilled leader- Princesses by Mayor and Mn. Marion 
ship qualities in their children is what Bany, D.C. Delegate Walter Fauntroy, 
Johnson contributes to her success. She Congress, the While Hc;>usc and many 
says, ''Having a close-knit family others . On April 7, the Grand Ball will 
means all the difference in the world in be held with all of the Princesses par-
tcrms of my success." ticipating and 'il spinning wheel de-
The festivities Johnson will be host· tennines the "National Queen." 
ing are held annually to commemorate First runner-up, Cherie Ward, a 
the gift of Oleny Blossom Trees from Communications major at Howard, 
Japan to tht United States in 1912, as views the whole process as a chance to 
tokens of friendship. Mayor Yukio serve the District as an Ambassador of 
Ozaki present«! them from Tokyodur· Goodwill, uphokling a commitment to 
ing the Taft Administration. Janett International Peace and reinforcing 
Manin, administrative aide. for Mrs. global relationships. ''It is an opportu-
Effi Bany (Mayor Bany's wife), siad nity that should not be taken for 
"Each Spring lhe blooming of these gnnt«I," said Ward. 
trees are a recurring gift, which become With all of the support the festival 
apprcciatedmoreandmoreeachycar." has been receiving the 1984 Che11y 
. . 
• 
• 
-
The gift of 3,000 Cherry Trees of 12 , Bloasom Festival promises to offer 
varieties were shipped from Yokohama many new poarams for k>cal rcsidcnb 
on board the S.S. Awa Maru on Febtu· and the dtcin .. nds of toorists tbal come , •• 
ary 14, IQI2. Jn 1984, First Lady Effi to Wubinp>n for this lfCll week. 
Barry C<1ntinuri;;. the ceremonies b)· With Amy Jobntoa u Princeu <n't 
9'rvino as chairwoman for-the District apin llowonl Uni""}ity hu produced 
of them just WUHCIO to sit and talk with Epsilon. '-----------------------------~ Clut.plcr. 1tA. • ~•i.lon..l ~lft:~llt.X v1 . a winner . 
' 
I • 
• 
• 
-
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•• 
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• 
I 
' 
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $575 a month while you attend. That's 
in addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees. 
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarshlp Program. 
How does it work? . 
If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army, Navy, or 
Air Force-y04're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve. 
While you're in school , you 'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining 
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more 
years, the length depending on the requirements of the SeMce selected and 
y8ars of scholarship assistance received. 
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, 
and enjoy the advantages of working regu1a·r hours. You 'll also see a diversity 
of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology. 
But most import~nt , while you 're in medical school we'll help pay the bills . Fo:r more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever. 
rve~mi~ted~e1~or~ma~bou~""~rc~lth, +---j 
Professions Scholarship. I understand there is no obligation. 900t 
I Mai! this coupon to: I Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box C 1776, Hur1tington Station. NY 11746 
Check up to three: 0 ARMY 0 NAVY . 0 AIR FORCE -+---' I Please Print AU lnformal1on Clearly and Completely : I 
.... Name------------------O Male LJ Female -+---' I ~ess----------------'" - - --
1 C•O---------- Staie ------Z~ I I I '"""" ITTl I I I l_LI -'-'-'-[ _,[ s~ s~ ,., I I ITJ :::I :;::1 ::;::::;:::::: ~ N11'1'1be< I College 
I __,__ 
I 
I -+---< 
.. , 
. -
,. 
• 
I 
• 
Students rate with us. If you're 18 or older. 
all you need to rent from us is your current 
student l .D., valid driver's license and cash . 
deposit . Call or stop by to complete a qualifica-
tion (onn. We also accept most majof credit 
cards. You pay for gas and return the car to 
Washingto11 National Airport. 
Available al: ' 
1618 L Street. N.W .................................. 347-4772 
12th and K Streets. N.W. . ........................... 842-1000 
~75 Sudie)' Road (Ma11assas. VA) ................ 703-369-1600 
WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL AITENTION: AND THAT'S THE TRUTH. 
PER DAY 
NO MILEAGE CHARGE 
Rate available lron1 
6 p.m. Thursday to 
• 
O.te or Graduatoon ITJ [IJ F1<11dol Study ------~-----
Month Year • 
Tl>e inf0<frllll'Dll you ~ojun!auly P<OVK!e will be used !or racruihr>g purposes only . The more complete ot is . 
the belle• we can res.pona 10 your req..est IAuthof~y 10. USC 503) 
---------
.I 
6 p.m. Monday. 2-day 
mi11ir11u1n. 
Noo-disrowl/Oblr rufr appt.s ,., /Im 
"'_..... ~ <• ond a wbjKt IU 
rhatlgr wtlhoul ltOftCt -~ '"" 
JUtyrrl 1U uwilubih'I) • 
FOR 
TS1 
• 
V.SA 9 ond Mo1terCon::t • Cf'9dlt Carda Now Avallabl• 
to Students.through TIITESAVEA' '1 lankAcHon Program I 
No Mirimum lrcorne or Job ReQuiraments. 
So....-.gs occounl and fees reQUlled. Moil this coupon lor complete 
Information. 
Sand to : llri'le$oyer HeodQuart9fs &.ildlng I 
Stud&nl Dept I 12276 Wikins Averue I Rockv9& . MO 20852 
• 
-- Slate 
SloM: Fr 0 Spph 0 A 0 Sr 0 GtOCI 0 
~ Th•r•'• Nev•r ... n a letter Time lo Get VISA• and 
u Ma1terCard• Credit Cardal Apply Todayl 
• 
:i 
• i 
I 
" i 
• • 
w,. f,.at11"' c;M t 3r< 
l<kt• th!i 4 ~OM~~k- ("utli!<S. 
• 
• •• 
I YOU Your background 
II. Aeronautical/ Aerospace Engineers Looking to the future. And helping to shape 
Be a part of pro1ects that go far beyond e 
defined technology. Live in a world where 
asily 
few 
Computer Scientists/Computer Engineers 
Electrical/Electronic Engineers 
pie Mathematicians 
. 
disciplines are static, few problems are sim 
ere Mechanical Engineers 
Physic ists ·1solid state and optic~ 
' 
and few dreams impossible ... a world wh 
you can make a difference. 
' 
Where you can start • 
Anti Submarine/Surveillance Systems Engineering 
'•' 
Avionics • • 
• 
• 
-
' 
.. 
' 
• 
' 
• 
. . ' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• • ··~ 
TRW offers a wide range of 
challenging opportunities in the 
fields listed; projects that range 
from theoretical studies to small. 
medium, and large hardware 
contracts for space, digital 
communications, software 
developmenl systems engineering 
.and microelectronics. 
Commana and Control Systems elelelel• 
' -
Now when you buy any ArtCarved 
college ring. you not only get one 
ring loaded with style and quality. you 
get two. A great college ring- and a 
diamond lashion"ring. FREE. It 's a 
beauty- 10K gold with a genuine 2 
point diamond. Retail value - $60. 
The perfect way lo express yourself. 
your style , or your feelings lor that 
special someone. Available exc1u· 
sivety !rom your ArtCarved Aepre· 
senlative for a limited time only. 
l 
• 
J . !Oa.m. - 4p.m. Pl ' Cam?JS Store 1me ace _____________ _ 
TRW offers full support for your 
continuing education plus a work 
environment that is . excep:•~nally 
attractive to self-motivated people. 
TRW will b1 on-cmpu1 
~ 
~ March 7 
See your placement qffice for sign .. 
' ' 
up information and plan to start 
. shaping your tomorroiiv. ' 
l 
• 
Communications Satell1te:/Ground Stations Systems • ~· • Commun1cations/S1gnal Processing Systems • . Data Handling/Processing Software Systems 
...t• • • 
High Energy lasers • • • .i Manufacturing • • Microelectronics 
• • • Missile Systems Engineering 
" 
lelel• • el• Optical Communications Systems 
'. • • • Propulsion Systems 
Scientific/Manned Spacecrah • 
• 
' Sensor Systems/Scientific Experiments 
Telemetrv. Trackinn and Control Sustems • • • 
• 
• 
\ 
• 
•• I 
· DeJl<llil required . MaslerCard or Visa Acceplpd. 
Equal Opport1111ity Employer M/F/H 
U.S. Citiz1119'1ip R1quir1d 
• 
I 
' 
I 
. . ... 
• 
' 
' 
' 
• 
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Bison fall from first place 
• • 
wi·th two consecutive losses ' ' 
By DARRYL RICHARDS 
Asst . Sports Editor 
Hilltop Statfwriter 
-
If the Bison could take the Burr 
Gy111nasium. 1he crO\\'d. lhc chee rlead-
ers. 1he band. and yes even tha1 lovable 
mascot. the Biso11. and pack 1he111 all in 
a su itcase, tl1ey n1ay be able to improve 
on !heir unin1prcssi\1e (3-8) road rec-
ord . • 
Unfortl1n:11cl}', for coach A .B. \Vil-
lia111son ;111d the rest 0 1" 1he Bist1n. 1hat is 
physically i111poSsihle. 
· Last \\'eek.end. the Biso11 took their 
10-9 record (2-b on the road) on a three 
gan1c sw i11g through the Carolinas. 
d ropping lwo Mid-Eastern At~letic 
conference (MEAC) ga1ncs to the 
North Carolina Aggies. 73-70. and to 
the South Caro lina State Bulldogs. 67-
61. bcl'ore spanking E<1st .Carolina 7 1-
57 . 
, If there was a movie " 'ilh the title . 
··Revenge 01· the Bison.·· it was scc11 
· Tuesday night at lhe Migcs Cllliseun1 iri 
·Grcc11villc. N.C . 
• 
:· After dropping out of first place in 
the MEAC 1,1 i1 h l'Onferc nt·c ·losses Ill 
filch-riv11t N.C . A&'f and S.C' . State. 
the Bison took out thei r frustration on 
the h:1plcss Pi rates (lf East Caroli n:1 
Uni,·crsity, 7 1-57 . 
Carolina (4- 18) is :1 n1ember of the East 
Coast Athle ric Con t"ere nce South . -
(ECAC Sou1h) . 
After a " 'eak firs t hal t'. which saw tht;. 
Pirates go into the lockerroom with a 
31-29 ad\•an tage. the Biso!1 came to 
l ife. Led by senior forwar'd Kev in 
Scott. who scored 11 of hi s 15 points in 
the se1.·ond half and David Wynn ( 14 
pis. 7 rebou nds) the Bison pulled ahead 
to a 33-J I lead . 
1--low:trd outscored the Pirates 20-8 in 
the fi rst I 0 111i nutcs of the half to take a 
45-,15 le;.id. \Vith gu11rd Fred 1--l ill com-
ing off the bc1lch to add I 0 points. the 
Bison were able to bui ld up an un-
sunnountable 16-po int advantage with 
7:53 left in the ganle. 53-39. 
Besides the return of the prev iously 
injured Hill. a11d the inspired play of 
\Vvnn a11d St·ott. t/1c viclory saw the 
Bi~on shool <l sizzli 11g 68% from the 
fteld fin the second half. 1114king 15 
shots out of 22 :1t1er11pts: whi le holdi ng 
the Pirates dclwn to an anemic 27% 
fron1 the ficl{I , 1t1<tking onl y 8' of 30 
attc111pts . 
The South Carolina State Bulldogs 
are known i11 th MEAC for their foot~ 
ball prowess . \Vei l. after defeating Ho-
ward 67-61 in Orangeburg S.C. , they 
should al so g:1in sorne respect for their 
basketba ll prowess . 
It took two n1cn to def cal the Bison. 
half, giving the Bulldogs a 3 1-23 lead at 
the intermission. 
In lhe second half it was the Ralph 
Mi ller show as the guard scored 16 of 
his team high 20 poinls for 1he win . II 
seemed as if Miller had Ho,vard 's num-
ber. Every1ime 1he Bison came within 
range of the . (10- 12) Bulldogs. the 
shooting of Miller would squelch the 
drive. 
As S .C. State was enjoying a 35-29 
lead . freshman ce11ter Robert Mc il-
waine hit a sla111 du 11k to close the mar-
gin to four poin ts 35-3 1. with 16: 50 
re1na1n1ng. 
But consistent offense fro111 the Bull-
dogs and a Mlllcr three-point play with 
IO: 17 remaining gave the Bulldogs an 
unc hallenged 46-35 lead. 
Howard was paced by 1·orward Dav id 
Wynn (2 1 points) who had I ll take on 
the offensive burden due 10 injuries lo 
forward Robert Jones and Fred Hill . 
The shOOti ng of Wyn11 was able to 
put the Bison within 5 ~lOipts, 59-.54. 
with I :47 left in the contest. Bltl eight 
straight free 1hrows by Mil ler. squashed 
, the Bison ral ly. 
Led by forwards David Wynn (32 
points) and Kevin Scott ( 14 pis., 8 
rbs.) . the Bison carried a 30-28 half-
time advantage into the loc:kerroom. 
But at the 10:34 mark of the second 
half, pro prospect forward Joe Binion 
(20 pts .• 8 rbs .• 6 assists) converted a 
three-point play to tie the score at 4S. 
The Agies never looked back. 
Dat>id Wrr1r1 s,.ored 
• 
. 
ti {'arePr l1igl1 32 poirrls 
uguir1st N.C. A & 1' 
W1rfi the aid of Binion and guafd 
Brian Booker (14 pts., 5 rbs., 5 ast .), 
the Aggies were able to take their first 
lead of the ballgame at the 10:07 mark 
when Booker hit a 20-ft . jumper. Book- ' 
er and Binion were able to put together 
a 17-6 run which gave the Aggies a 
62-51 advantage with 6: 11 remaining. 
Free throws by the Agg/es held Ho-
ward at Bay en route to a 7J-70 \•ictory. 
In dropping the contest. the Bison's 
record not only fell to 10-10. but the 
Bison lost their hold of first place in the 
MEAC to the present leader N.C. 
A&T. 
. . . . . . , . . . . . r 
, . 
• 
~ · Not 0 11ly " 'as thc vict<ll)' !he third road win of the SC<tson for the B i ~on . · 
but it " 'as the first non-MEAC Divis i(1n 
I Vic tory fo r the Bison this season. East 
In !he lirst half junior fo rward Sylvester 
Parson st·ored 17 of his 19 points in the 
In Greensboro. N.C .. the Bison were 
trying lo s\\·eep the season series after 
defeating the Aggies 75-6X last n1onth 
at the Burr. However , injuries which 
prevented power forw&rd Robert Jones 
and point guard Fred Hill fro111 playi ng 
were to prohibit the Bi s<ln fron1 sweep-
ing the Aggies this .')t:;tson. 
Ho ward now 11 - 11 , 5 -3 in the 
MEAC, will face MEAC foe the Uni- \ 
vers ity of Macyland Eastern Shore (6-
15. 3-4) at Princess Anne , Md .. on Sat-
urday. 
By Wayne E. Jackson-The Hilltop 
Fieolumn Fr\.i Hill Jr.(20) returns to the lireup Mordry 3!1l'ir"' 
' 
By RAY RAGLAND 
Hilltop Statfwriter 
··111ere was no excuse for today ·s 
poor performance. ,• said swimming 
c oac h , Yo nnie Sh ambo urger after 
watching his team f;1il to defeal Satur-
day at the hands of Vi1·ginia Common-
Worth University in Burr Gymnasium. 
VCU took control in the first event 
and easily won the; 400-yard relay to 
take a 7-0 lead. 
The strong perfonnance continued as 
vcu·s Craig Clift took first place in the 
1000-yard free style , putting VCU 
ahead 15-1 . 
The Sharks, obviously not at their 
best , did manage to put up a fight with 
Andre Cropper' s two firs t place 
finishes in the 50-yard free and the I 00-
yard free style . Kevin Wilson fin ished 
second in these events. 
. . 
Brooklyn College. 
Diver Kevin Holrries beat hiS compe· 
titiOn with impressive first place 
finishes in both the one meter and three 
meter diving events. 
But despite the Sharks' efforts, they 
failed to ,overcome VCU who domin-
ated with seven first place finishes . 
• • Meiitally we were not as up as we 
could hve been. VCU is a fast team. We 
needed lo laste a little blood ~fore next 
week 's Tri -State Championships , " 
said Holmes. 
Diver Courtney Miller attributed the 
-Sharks' loss 10 ' ·•a preoccupation both 
mentally and physically . Hopefully this 
loss will jolt enough enthusiasm into us 
for the Tri-States.'' 
The Sharks suffered a disappointing 
loss, but With s trong wins over 
Shepherd College, Georgetown Col-
lege and Virginia Military Institute they 
still stand a very good chance in the 
championships. 
As sprinter Caesar Williams viewed 
it , ''We have a very good chance of 
taking first place. The worst we could 
do Would be second place." t 
Their toughest opponents at the Tri~ 
States will llrobably be J::airmont Coli.I. 
lege, who Williams said he feels they 
have the capabilities to beat . . 
Shambourger said he know! his team 
has whal ii takes to walk off as the 
Tri-State Champs. ·' I' m gearing for the 
championships. It means al~ to me to 
win," he said . ''Our team is pretty 
healthy right now-hopefully we can 
maintain that.'· 
With the Tri-States only one week 
away and the Black Nationals next, the 
Sharks will be putting emphasis on their 
phys ical and mental conditioning. 
while using their loss to VCU as a les-
son. The Sharks' record is now 6 and4. 
' 
Sharks record drops to 6-4 
after disappointing loss to VCU 
' I . 
· -------------- J Of lhe six Howard wrestlers, all of 
\\f!UR's CJenn Harris piese.tL• 1t1acpe to lany ~gg;. 
By TIMOTHY ROBINSON j Sports Editor 
I 
' 
' 'It's tournament time--this is the 
time of the year when we want the 
wrestlers to be at their best,' · said a 
jubilant Paul Cotton, the Howard Uni-
; versity wrestling coach . 
! After the Howard Grapplers had cap-
~ turcd fourth place in the Capital Col-
i. legiate Conference (CCC) wrestling 
' tournament held last week at American 
University, with seven area colleges 
and universities participating. 1 Tlle tournament champion was the 
Spn. ggs gam· s NBA respect :~~ ~~=~::nw:~~'~.~~:g~i~~~ second and third . Rounding out the 
"' tournament was Howard at fourth, with 
. ~ . " . Loyala, Longwood arid FredCrick 
By EDWARD LEWIS ketball prog ram . During Sj>riggs ' er tt takes to bette~ my game and wait Community College taking the fifth, 
Hilltop Staffwritcr senior year , Howard finished first in the for a spot to open in the NBA for me . sixth and seventh position, respective-
---------~. --.,--- Mid-Easte rn Athleti c Conference, Suppon fro.~ f~mily ~nd friends also,_ ,ly . 
What a night it was - former Ho- winning the MEAC championship . Op- helped me , said Spnggs. . t ' 'I am very excited about the per-
ward University student and basketball posing teams kne'w the Bison as the A spot opened for Larry with the formance of the team in the CCC 
star Lany Spriggs at the Capital Center . ''Dunk Patrol," because of spectacular Chicago Bulls where he played three/ tournament . We finished in founh 
Last Friday night , the Los Angeles Lak- dunks from former Bison greats James months, and was later trad~d to . th~ place, missing third by a quarter of a 
en' Magic Johnson and Kareem Abdul- Ratiff, James Terry and Larry Spriggs. L.A. ~ers ~or a future cons1derat1~n . point, · · commented Coach Cotton. 
Jabbar put on a magic s_how, but fell Spriggs is the ninth all-time leading Pl~y1ng with the NBA greats like Howard's fourth place finish was a 1 
shon 96-93 to speedy guard Frank scorer at Howard'., with 1.236 points, Magic Johnson, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar commendable accomplishment con-
Johnson and the Washington Bullets. A and fourth in top rebounders with 722. and Bob McAdoo.has improved Larry' s sidering that only six wrestlers partici-
1ell-out crowd of 19, 105 , was the larg- . During his senior year Spriggs was one game and defensive plccy · pated with thrcc«each reaching the 
them place , Frank Lewis finished diinJ · 
at 126; George Foster finished flf'St at 
132; Wendall Hughes finished second 
at 142; Howard Rittenhouse finished 
child al 150; Danny Ayers finiihed lhird 
at 158 and Vincent Thomas finished 
first at 177. 
Cotton was delighted to see the effon 
that the Grapplers exhibited, he said, 
''To have six guys in the semi-finals 
and three to advance to the final, shows 
a tremendous accomplishment for the 
team.' ' 
In winning the 177 lb. weight class , 
Thomas , a Columbia, Md. native, de-
feated Chris Peterson of GW to avenge 
an earlier regular season lost. 
''It feels good to win, because in the 
beginning of the season I was injured 
and had to sit out four matches," said 
Thomas, a sophomore majoring in 
Physical Therapy. 
He continued by saying, ''It's a tre-
mendous feeling to be able to go out and 
wrestle to my porential, especially, be· 
ating the GW opponent because he beat 
me this season 4-2." 
Howard produced the Outstanding 
Wrestler at 132 in George Foster, a 
native of Lake City, fla . , who won his 
division by defeating Herrlcin of ow: 
est in the Bullets' history . of the best rebounders in the country, ''Larry is developing e~ry day as an semi-finais and final rounds. 
For former Bison and current L. A. capturing All-MEAC honors and voted aggressive player and he has great ath~ illl••••••• ••• 
Laker Larry Spriggs, Howard night at Honorable Mention All-American . letic ability , also he is one of our best 
the Capital Center was a homecoming. Spriggs' trip to the NBA has not been defensive players . Larry has a great c~-t 
' Foster is a sophom'OR Elcctti.cal En-
gineer 'major, who contributes his suc-
cess in the tournament to the level of 
competition found at practice. 
" I was happy chat I woo and even 
winning the Outstanding Wrestler 
award. 'The win only shows the quality 
of my work-out partners (Harold) 
Spann and Hughes," Foster said, 
Coach Cotton commented· that the 
team has made astounding J d-
vancements since the beginning of the 
season and he was proud of the progtess 
of the guys, especially George and Vin· • 
cent . Their improvement was very ~ 
parent. 
Howard was ,J le over the wce•end. 
which allowed for some of the injured 
wrestlen to recover. 
Acconling to Coach Cotton, eYely· 
body is a liltle banged·up and the limo 
off will provide a needed break before 
the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Confa:~ 
cbaptpionship .scheduled for Feb. 17· 
1.8! held 10 Salrsbury, Md., at the Uru· 
versity of Jllmyland Eutem-SboR. 
"We're ·looking for ID equal per· fonnance al the MEAC, hopefully ilo 
less than what we did at the CCC," 
coocluded Cotton. 
,. 
' 
•' It was an honor to sec the Howard a smooth plane ride, but a bumpy back reer ahead ?f him, ' ' said Lake~' Coacb4' 
students support us and it feels great to road bus trip . In 1981 , Larry was Pat Riley . -1 be bilCk in the Washington area," said drafted by the Houston Rockets, but Spriggs is also highly respected 
7th Annual Black National Swimming & qiving Championship 
· Spriggs. Spriggs is suffering an injury ~was cut on the first NBA cut day . He among his teammates because: of his 
and did not play, but al haif-time he Wi!S then was sentto the Continental Basket- positive attitude and dedicalion . ''We 
' 
' ·. 
awarded a Plate of Achievement from . 'ball Association , where he dominated arc happy to have Larry on our team 
the Hilltop and Howard University'~ the boards and was one of the top scor- because he works hard and he is a good 
,Athletic Department. . ers in the conference . person. In due time , Lany will be a 
: While at Howard , Spriggs brought a -..~ ' 'Jt was hard for me to take a step force in the NBA. His positive attitude 
greac deal of success to Howard's bas- down, bUt I felt ttiat I had to do whatev- See StJriggs ,,, •11 
March 1-3 at Burr Gym 
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Tracksters compete • ID 
''We decided that because of the na-
By TIM WILLIAMSON ". ture of the event and the caliber of the 
Hilltop Stalfwriter 
- ----- -------- competition it was in our best interest to 
Aftcrach:mge in schedule, the Bison make t}\e change . " said Moultrie . 
men's and women 's mile relay teams ··some of the best people in the world 
made fast tracks as they travelled to were there . We were excited just to be a 
consecutive meets ili Boston and East part of this event , · · added the coach . 
· Rutherford, N.J . over a 24-hour periOO And indeed many of the top athletes 
last weekend. \ in track and field such as ,Chandra 
' The Bison , who had not applied to Chee,eborough. Greg Foster, Carol 
compete in the Olympic. Invitational in and Carl Lewis, and the Atoms Track 
New Jersey , received a personal in vita- Club took part in thi s meet . 
lion to appear at the meC1 from 1he meet ··To be personally inv iled by a meel 
ditcctor, Ray Lump. last Wednesday director of an event of thi s caliber 
{Feb. 8). After some discussion. crack shows the amounl of respecl given IO 
coach William Moultrie and athletic di - Howard University track. Many teams 
... ,rector Leo Miles decided 10 cancel a that apply 10 this n1eet arc rejected . We 
scheduled appearance at the Delaware made no application . and had not 
Invitational on Feb. 12, opting instead planned to go to the meet. Then we 
1
to compete in the Olympic lnvitalional. received a call from the director. who 
.which was being held Saturday (Feb. asked us why we " 'eren 'I coming,'' 
11 ) in the Meadowlands arena . said Moultrie . 
--
Obviously pleased with his teams 
performance, Moultrie stated ''this was 
our best weekend.'' The coach added, 
'' in terms of behavior, attitude , pro-
mptness and performance both the men 
and the women did an outstanding 
job." 
Prior to the teams ' appearance in 
New Jersey. the Bison turned in sterling 
performances cit Boston University . In 
the mile relay the men set a school rec-
ord, with a time of 3:09. 71 (fheir pre-
vious indoor best was 3: 11 .5). The 
men' s team after winning the Cham-
pionship of America - in the Penn Re-
lays - last year, is currently rated among 
the top teams in the country. Moultrie 
praised his team ' s (Richard Louis, 
Dona ld Battle , Anton Skerritt , and 
Oliver Bridges) effort in setting the new 
school mark . 
The coach also singled out Oliver 
Olympic 
Bridges for his efforts· which could he 
termed above and beyond the call of 
duty . Bridges, who has been suffering 
from severe shin splits , was unable to 
practice with the team during t~e week 
before the meet. Instead Bridges work-
ed out by himself in a swimming pool , 
rode a resistance bike, and received 
treatments to help relieve his pain . 
''Oliver is an outstanding athlete and 
an exceptional person,·· Moultrie said . 
''He could have found an exc use not to 
do anything . The average a thlete 
wouldn't have done what he did . If I 
had 12 or 13 more like Bridges I would 
deliver a NCAA Championship to this 
school. He is an outstanding young per-
son .'' Moultrie also thanked Dr. Bond 
for his responsiveness to the situatio~. 
In other action in Boston , Skemtt 
finished second in 1he 500 meters . 
Bridges also finished second in the 
Invitational 
400m, and the women's mile relay 
team finished second in their event . 
'fhe women (Brenda Bailey, Ruperta 
Charles, Kthy Brooks, Karen Gas-
coigne) were led By senior Karen Gas-
coigne, wh9 ran what coach Moultrie 
dCscribed as '' the most intelligent race 
I've seen in a long time ." He added, 
··she did what we needed to hav:e 
dqne." -, 
However, in the Meadowlands the 
Bison men were not as fortunate, as 
Bridges suffering from the stress of his 
ailment had co pull up in the 1600m 
relay . The women . on the other hand 
did , manage another second place fin-
ish in their event . 
Nevertheless, the coach said without 
reservation that ''this was one of the 
best experiences 1 have had at Ho-
ward .'' He also added ··we ran against 
some of the best athletes in the world , 
and our athletes weren't fazed or awed 
by the situatibn: They just lined and got 
right after them. Moultrie was especial-
ly pleased with the team's effort in 
Boston. 
''The Boston experience was great 
for both the men and the women. lbese 
are the kind of moments that help you 
appreciate being a coach.'' From a man 
who wears a Rose Bowl ring and watch 
-. Moultrie coached defensive backs for 
the Stanford football teams that went to 
two consecutive Rose Bowls in '7 J and 
'72 - that is saying a lot . 
This week.end the Bison will not have 
to travel very far, but they will be com-
peting a very important meet . The 
Bison will travel to Salisbury, MD to 
take part in thel MEAC Indoor Cham-
pionships which start roday and end 
Saturday. 
e: ' eor e oster 
• 
. 
By Miche le Je ffrie s- The Hill top 
George FosJer 
11 is not easy to be a student athelete. Actual compet1t1on for wresrlers 
George Foster, a member of the wrestl- lasts for seven minutes . ' 'You have 10 
ing team lives off campus .... ~ut is rarely give 100 percent because it is a one man 
there because he stays in the dormitory sport and there is no one to cover for 
with hi s teammates in order to make his you, '' said Foster. ,,. 
6 a.m. practice. While at Howard, Foster sa'id he 
Foster, a sophomore from Lake City, terned a lot of upper body moves and 
Fla ., majoring in electrical engineer- added that until this year he never had a 
ing, said he mus1 go to bed before mid- coach who taught him anything that he 
nightinordertomakehisearlymorning did not already know. foster said this 
practice. He added that wrestling cuts year is the best season because of his 
down on the time for himself and his new coach Paul Cotton. 
studies and said he has a tutor to help ''Paul has given me the motivation 
him with his studies. that I have been lacking from a coach-
Fo~ter has been wrestling since the ing position. He understands what we 
tenth grade and said he was forced into go through at Howard because he used 
wrestling by his older brother. He said to be our teammate . We give him the 
at first he rebelled but then realized he respect that he deserves because he is a 
was too small to play footb.ill . He de- friend and a coach who can see from 
cided to excel in wrestling . both sides," said Foster. 
·-~-· --
®mtga Jsi Jlti 1'1ratcmtty, Jue. 
' 
pa Jsi <l!lt 
' PRESENTS A 
''Carnafion Ball' 
, AT THE 
' Sheraton Washington Hotel 
2660 Woodley Road, Northwest 
ma-~lan_J l'<oom 
Salurdag, :J.etruarg 18, 1984 
9:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. · 
HORS D'OEUVRES-CASH BAR ENTERTAINMENT 
'  
• 
' 
Foster, who wrestlers at a 134-pound 
weight division , said he loves the sport. 
''To win on !he college level is a tre-
wrestling probably because there is no 
media coverage at Howard . 
Foster was the Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference (MEAC) champion in the 
126-pound weight division as a fresh-
man. Last year, he had to sit out the 
season because of injuries to his fing-
ers . This year Foster was honored for 
outstanding wrestling at the Capital 
' You houe to give 
100 perce111 because it is Collegiate Conference. 
a t111e 111.a11 sport ••• • 
mendous feeling ,''' Said Foster. 
.The team's record is 1-1-8. Accord-
ing to foster , the wrestling team has 
linle or no fans . He said that Howard 
students have not been exposed to 
• 
Foster said he thinks he can win the 
regionals this year, but added that he 
might have to compete against his 
teanunate Wendell Hughes. 
''Ooorge's progress thus far has been 
outstanding because he is beating the 
tougher opponents that he lost to earlier 
in the season. 1 expect him to be the 
MEAC champion in his weight division 
this year,'' said Cotton. 
l 
Tickets: $8.00 $7 .00 With Flyer 
By W•yne E. J•ckson-The Hilltop 
' Ymoent lhonm(l.eft) ard George Footer ,..,;.., iR;tructiom flan ooad> Paul Chtton. 
Contact: Randall Benjamin-483-7340 
Wilbur Givens-568-6873 and Mark Terameru-439-5072 
Grand Opening!!! 
Universll-y Sales Co. 
2904 Georgia Ave. N.W. 
1JIK Jewelry, Men's and Wom~n's Watches 
Stereo and T.V. equipment, Cameras 
• 
Designer Jeans and much more ... 
-
Store Hours: Mon-Sat 10·6 
' 
OR 
CALL 
482"415 
• 
Spriggs from pg 12 
has helped him to understand NBA bas-
ketball,'' said ex-teammate James 
Worthy . 
' 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
. . 
eld will be"" 
' 
' The 
' . . To 
The future for Spriggs looks bright 
and he said he feels he has found a home 
with tbe Lak:ers . ''Playing with the bas-
.. • 
kctball greats and being a part of this 
class organization, I feel, will open upa 
bright future for me in~ NBA," said 
Spriggs. . 
~L 
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l A AREER IN ENGINEER! THE WILLIAM J . S MOUR ING THAT EXCITES e J Sphinx Club of Alpha Phi 
PARTY! with the 1984 LAMP.ADOS 
in the Punchout . Saturday 8:00-
FOR YOU? FIND OUT AT THE SE- PENTECOSTAL FELLOWSHIP OF YOUR FANCY. WE WILL HAVE Alpha Fralernily, Inc. , Beta Chapler 
COND ANNUAL HOWARD HOWARD UNIVERSITY INVITES DEMONSTRATIONS OF FORD would like to ex1end ilS gratitude to 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF YOU TO THE 14 ANNUAL CON- TRUCK DESIGN, OIL DRILLING, those individuals that donated money to 
ENGINEERING EXPOSITIO N. FRENCE, ''REJOICE IN THE MICROCHIP EVOLUTION AND ''Save Fisk Campaign.'' The Sphinx 
HIGHLIGHTS (.,F THE EXPO WILL LORD,'' TO BE HELD ON FEB. 24 ROBOTICS. THERE WILL ALSO BE Club collected $S6S.OO to. support Fisk 
I I :00 p.m. iNCLUDE t:.X .-{IDITS OF STATE-OF- AND 2S AT THE ARMOUR J . SEVERAL MOVIES INCLUDING A' University. We as Black people must 
ATTENTION: WRITERS ANO AR- THE-ART 1 lCHNOLOGY AT BLACKBURN CENTER. FOR FUR- NASA SPACE SHUTILE FLIGHT. aJways be commjtted lo our ''''SC' 
TISTS. Janus, the literary ma£azinc or WORK IN ALL DISCIPLINES- THER INFORMATION CALL (202) LECTURES WILL COVER TOPICS Ben, li is time to wake up and smell the 
the Department of English, is now".ac- ELECTRICAL, C H EM ICAL, 2 3 2 - S 9 I 8. RANGIN FROM ''PREPARING FOR coffee. Come let Aunt Bunny give you a 
ccpting matcria1 ror the Spring !984 MECHANICAL AND COMPUTER V I t. , D COLLEGE'' · TO HIGH TECH kiss . Happy Birthday (Feb. 17) Love, 
1·,,ue Sc d 1 · d SC IEN CES-CONT RIBUTED BY If you missed any pre-
8 enhi~cVs 1 ay ISSUES SUCH AS ''ANALYSIS OF G. Mc. . n us your s or1cs, poems, an 1 parties come parly down at t 1s a en-
drawings . Especia1ly welcome are STUDENTS IN THE scHqOL OF tine Jam. 1349 Irving St reet , N.W. LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES." , 
haiku~ son nets, SOO-word short stories, ENG INEER ING AND MAN"i WELL Saturday, Feb. 18. I I p.m. until . Food OUR LIST OF COMPANIES JN. TO ET: (I SHOULD JUST ''T'', 
and line drawings. Submit material in KNOWN COMPAN IES. THERE and refreshments will be available. CLUDES AT&T, TRW, STANDARD BECAUSE IN YOUR CASE ET DOES 
the Janus envelope outside Room 2l8 WILL ALSO BE CA REER __ OIL OF OHIO, HONEYWELL, KEN- NOT HAVE ANY MEANING) YES, 
Locke Hall. Wdi;ng• mu'1 be typcwrit- ORIENTED FORUMS AND PANEL HOWARD BAPTIST STUDENT NER PRODUCTS , KAISE .R YES, FRESH IS FRESH, AND WHAT 
ten and double-spaced. All entries must DISCUSSIONS, TECHNICAL AND UN ION PRESENTS: Tell It Like It Is ALUMINUM, IBM.AND MANY I HAVE JS BETTER THAN BEST. 
include name and address on each page. NON-TECHNICAL PAPERS, THE with The Westley Boyd Gospel Music MORE!! SO COME OUR AND F:l"JD ''FRESH'' (AND YOU KNOW WHO I 
(NOTE: Items cannot be returned; SPECIA L PROJECTS COM~11TTEE \'.Orksl\op Choi r Conducted by Ra1ph OUT AT EXPO '84. ARMOUR J. Arvt ;. P .S. HANDS OFF . 
please submit carbon copies only.) EXTENDS A SPECIAL INVITATION Hughes, Written by Ralph Carichael BLA C KBURN CENTER 
Deadline for submi~ions is March 30. TO ELEMENTARY THROUGH and Kurt Kaiser. Feb. 18, 7:30 p.m. BALLROOM-HOWARD UN IVERSl-
Student volunters are velcome. The next HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND Andrew Rank in Chape l- Howa rd TY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 200S9. 
meeting willl be on Friday, Feb. 18, at THE HOWARD COMMUNITY TO University 6th and Howd.rd Pl. N.W., THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, FEB. 23 
2: IS p.m. in Room 318 Locke Hall. COME AND TALK TO ENGINEERS Washington, D.C. 200S9. Master of AND 24. IO A.M. TO 6 P.M. EACH 
AND ENGINEERING STUDENT.S Ceremonies-Tyrone Barksdale and Nan- DAY. SO ..... COME OUT AND 
AND EXAM INE THEIR CREA- cy \Villiams from: WHUR-Radio. Th;, ··ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE FOR 
MARYLAND RESIDENTS. Student-
s · who live in Maryland may regis1er 10 
vote by phone. Stop in Room 120A of 
the Blackburn Center for the registration 
phOne number for your ]county. 
Numbers arc posted on the bulletin 
board . 
TI 0 NS. program will support the need of world A BETTER TOMORROW. 
PLACE : THE ARMOUR J . hunger{Mana) for further information 
BLACKBURN CENTE R ON call (202] 636-7292 or 483-S09 1. 
HO\VARD'S CA PUS. p E R s 0 _N A L 
W1HEN : FEB. 23 -24 FROM 0 A.M. The celebrated film on Malcolm X-''t::l 
Tb 6 P.M . Hajj Malik El Shabazz''-will be shown ATTENTION : SERIOUS MINDED 
A.OMISSION IS FREE. at Nat ionhouse Positive Action Center , PARTY GOERS ONLY! THIS IS AN 
~---------------------------- 770 Park Road, N.W., on Saturday, OPPORTUNITY TO EXP RE SS 
·wa 
MEDICAL 
CENTER:) 
Of WASHINCTON DC. IC. 
surn 100 
1712 EYE ~EET. N.W. 
~INCTON. DC. 
20006 Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. as part of a cultural YOURSELF. FRIDAY, FEB. 24, 11 
and hi s tory celebration. P.M. UNTIL, AT NIGHTMOVES (202)298-9227 ROOM FOR RENT. DUPONT CRl-
' CLE: ROOM FOR RENT TO . CREDIT CARD CAMPAIGN 
FEMALE NON-SMOKER. CLOSE Fill out your appl1ca11on for QREDIT 
TO SUBWAY AND BUSES. 1200.00 CARDS-SEARS, GULF, AND MORE. 
PER MONTH . AVAILABLE IM- IOa.m. ~o ~ p.m. Ap.pl1cat1ons will bear 
MEDIATELY . CALL 332-5446 . the r?lov1ng locat1ons: Blackburn 
Center: Feb. 21. 22, and 24. School of 
-~------------~ Bu s ine ss: Feb 23 and 27 . 
BRAIDS! Get yot1r hair braided and 
save yourself time and money, chen no There will be a fellowship rail)' held in 
more fussing with your hair . For more Drew Hall Blue Room tonight at 7:30 
information and appointment call p'. m. The rall y is being sponsored b~' the 
882-8163 . Na\'igators Christian Fellowship. All arc 
invited 10 attend . 
Republic of New Afrika president , lmari DANCE CLUB-6031 KANSAS A VE. TTY (202)198.-66$5 
Obadele, one of those who verba1izcd N.W., CORNER OF KANSAS AVE. 
the ''Malcolm X Doctrine," founding AND PEABODY ST. AT GULF ST A-
t he RNA Provisional Government upon TI ON , INFO 387- 7 S 7 5. 
it, .,..111 lead an after-film discussion on 
• 
The Women's Medical Center_ 
of Washington, D.C., lnc . offen 
the following services: general 
mcdic;ne; complete ..,,...iuctive 
health care; free pregnancy fes· 
ling; mental health services for 
individuals, couples, families 
and IJUUps: lectures and work-
shops. 
I 
EVENTS 
''MalcolmXAslKnew Him." Brother C.L. ELECTRONIC 
Chaka Zulu and friends will stage a mar- DISTRUBITORS. A student owned 
tial arts demonstration, and master and operated electronics dist ribution 
drummer Baba Mgoma will also per- company. We sell most name brand 
f 0 rm . stereos, turntable, speakers, V.C. R., 
Refreshment s will be available. AS 1.50 phones, wa lkman, computers, car 
donation is requested. Proceeds benefit stcreos ... etc., anything electronic at 
the Security Force of the Republic ol dealers cost. Give us a call at 387-0751 
The School of Arch itecture and Plann- N~"'"' A fri k a 1 n D. C (James Clifton)--636-2550 (Clarence --A-.-.C::o_m_p_u-te-r-:C::are-e-rs-c .. - ,.-m"'i-n'"ar-<"'"o_r_ 
THE POLITICAL ·SCIENCE SOC'IE- . ing takes pleas11re inviting the public to a -------------- L a b o r ) . individuals wishing to Cnter the field 
TY WILL HOST ITS REGULAR lect ure by Professor Geoffrey H Broad- ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A------~--------d will be held on Saturday, February 25, 
MEETING il S P.f\I . IN DO'UGLASS , bent, internationally accliamed author. CH ALL ENG IN G CA REE R? u~·ith a~o~heHr ~hapter added toldHlokwar 19~ at 2:00-p.m. at the Educational 
HALL 8_21 ON WEDNESDAY, FEB. critic, educa.tor and head of thc:f School DECIDJ.NG WHAT YOUR COLLEGE n1vers1ty s 1story, we wou 1 e to Opportunity Center 's l li4 Martin 
22 . TOPIC: ''1984'' ELECTIONS of Architecture, Ports.nt outh MAJOR WILL BE? OR ARE YOU cOongratulafleKthe braKnd newpch.apNter.(Etala, Luther King. Jr . S.E. avenue address. 
AND THE MODEL OAU PROGRAM .. Polytechnic in England. His subject .,..·i ll JUST INTERESTED JN ROBOTICS, mega) o appa ap.pa si . at ion Call 889-5300 for more infonnation 
WE ENCOURAGE ALL POLITICAL be ''Theory and Design in the Post· COMPUTERS, AND SPACE EX- Honorary Band Fraternity. The Journey and to make free reservations . 
SCIENCE M.'\JORS AND MINORS M~ch ine Age· • and .,..·ill be presented in PLORATION FOR YOUR OWN is not over, there is far to go . Uphold 
TO ATTEND . .the School·s audi1oril1m on Tuesday. CURIOSIT¥? WELL, YOU DON'T the ideals and continue to ''Strive for the 
CALIFORNIANS!!There .,...ill be an 
important California Student Associa-
lion meeting on Wednesday, Feb 22, at 6 
p.m. in the Forum of Blackburn . All 
Califronians who are not registered to 
Vote can get their absentee ballot ap-
P lica1 ion~ at th.,e meeting . 
I 
Feb. 21 ac 5:30 p.m. Professor Broad- HAVE TO BE GENIUS TO FIND OUT Highest." Sweer Heart Court '83-'84. ----------------
ABOUT ALL THESE THINGS AND To 1he Hostest "''ith the Mostest! This The Ladies of Alpha chapter, Delta 
MUCH MORE . is a post Valentine' s Da-y message to let Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc . present 
HOWARD UNIV:ERSITY'S SCHOOL you know, Tracey, that I love }'OU more ''An All Night Affair'' at the Studio, 
OF ENGINEERING IS SPONSOTING than you think. So stop thinking so Saturday February 18, 11 p .m.-6 a .m. 
IT'S SECOND ANNUAL ENGINEER- much, and lets make the rest of our days Tickets may be purchased. in advanee 
ING EXPO. WITH 31 EXHIBITS, one big Valentine's Day. Love, J . Mac. from any Delta . Admission: $5 . 
bent will discuss theories or architecture 
whichare being developed by architects 
to symboize thei r rejection of the 
Modern : the vernacular and the neo-
Clas s ica\ approaches. 
mav 
YOU ARE SURE TO FIND 
' 
THE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOOY 
LABROTORY OF THE DEPAllT· 
MENT OF ZOOOGY ANNOUNcils A 
Bl-MONTHLY LUNCHTIME 
SEMINAR SERIES AT 12 NOON IN 
ROOM 221 JUST HALL, 415 COL-
LEGE ST. N.W., THE THEME OF 
WHICH IS THE ROLE OF 
LABRATORY ANIMALS IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MODELS FOR 
HUMAN DISEASE MECHANISIMS. 
ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 
THEODORE A. STEPHENS WILL 
SPEAK ON THE 
TOPIC:"CYROCHROME OXIDASE 
ACTIYITY IN RODENTS AS A 
HISTOCHEMICA.L MARKER FOR 
HUMAN MITOCHONDRIAL 
MYOPATHY." FOR MORE INFOR-
MATION, CALL DR. MILLIS, 
636-6797 ' • • 
A ''Nursing Careen'' seminar for 
individuals wiShiog to become either 
Licensed Practical Nurses or Reg-
istered Nurses will be held on Saturday, 
February 18, 1984 at 2:00 p.m. at the 
&lucational Opportunity Centor's 2J 24 
Manin Luther King Jr. S.E. aVenue ad-
dress. 
Call 889-5300 for more infonnatioo 
and to make frtt reservations. 
. -
Attention science majors . There will 
be a Student National Medical Associa-
tion (S.N.M.A.) meeting on Tuesday 
February 21, 1984 at 5:30 in Room 
· 148-150 of the Blackbum Center. BE 
THERE. 
DulnpwvWi 
A year ago I embarked upon a 
journey-A dream turned into reality . 
The best pan of that journey was the . 
realization that 53 others had also 
touched that same dream. As that 
dream came to an end an unpcnettable 
force had been born-The Impervious 
54. NEED I SAY MORE? 
T .T .B.O.D. 
52-A-83 
Interviews for the 1984 l,ampados 
Club Court of the Omega Psi Phi 
Fraternity, Inc . Alpha Chapter will be 
held on Sunday Feb. 19 from 3 to 7 pm 
in Douglas Hall room 116. All serious 
women arc urged to attend. 
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL P1tEa. 
NANCY and Coo•ncelliq. The North-
. we11 Center, Inc . 2-4SO PennJylvania 
Avenue , N.W. (20'2)822-9787. 
' • 
·~ 
SCIENCE AND SJOSCJEBCE MAJORS! 
• • ' 
• 
-. 
Satisfy yo11r curiosity come ~ear the H.U.S.A. 
. . 
' 
' CANDI.DATES 
\ 
when where 
" Tuea., Feb. 2I 7:00· Meridian 
Tbura., Feb. 23 7:00 Slowe 
• 
Mon., Feb. 27 6:30 Sutton 
Monday March s, I984, 7:00 P.M. 
' 
CBAMTON AUDITORIUM · 
• 
' . ' . . -
- . ARD 
ALL OTHER JBTERESTED STUDEBTS!! -
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY cotLEGE OF 
-
-
PHARMACY AND PHARMACAL SCIENCES 
,• 
IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS MEN AND WOMEN 
WHO NEED A CAREER IN AN HONORABLE 
HEALTH CARE PROF.ESSION • 
OPPORTUNITIES AND OPtlONS ARE 
UNLIMITEJ>.··RANGING FROM SELF 
EMPLOYMENT TO EMPLOYMENT IN 
INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT, AND 
COMMUNITY. ALUMNI OF THE COLLEGE 
HAVE THE HIGHEST STARTING SALARIES 
FOR COLLEGE GRADS, A VE~GING ABOUT 
$30,000 TO $32,000 Af 'l'ER RECEIVING THE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEG1'EE. 
THE COLLEGE HAS A IOO% CAREER 
PLACEMENT RATE~ 
roa 110111: llFDWTIDI, CDITACT: 
• • 
11111.11o11 m1•111, 
• 
I 
Pl•IMACT ITDllm llCIDl'tlil••r mm 
' 
' 
' 
' 
l 
' 
( 
' 
-
J 
• 
